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AN EVALUATION OF TRE NRUTRON AND

GAMMA-RAY-PRODUCTIONCROSS SECTIONS FOR”NITROGEN

by

P. G. Young and D. G. Foster, Jr.

ABSTRACT

This report describes a complete evaluation of the neutron
cross sections of 14N from 10-5 eV to 20 MeV, including photon-
production cross sections and energy and angular distributionsof
secondaryneutrons and photona. The recommendeddata are based
mainly on experiment,augmented by calculationsfrom nuclear
models where appropriate. The evaluated data are available on

magnetic tspe in ENDF/B(III)fomt.

1. INTRODUCTION

All neutron-inducedreactions with 14N have

been evaluated for the neutron energy region from

10-5 eV to 20 MeV.* The evaluation includes energy

and angular distributionsfor secondary neutrons and

photons, as well as neutron- and photon-production

cross sections. The evaluated data are in ENDF/B

(111) format as MAT 1133 and hsve been provided to

the Radiation Shielding InformationCenter at Oak

Ridge and to the National Neutron Cross Section Cen-

ter at Brookhaven.

The evaluation is baaed primarily upon experi-

mental measurements. AU available experimental

informationfor neutron-inducedreactionswith

nitrogen was compiled for the study. Our bibliog-

raphy is reasonablycomplete for measurementsre-

ported before the fall of 1970, but not all of it

is included in this report. The evaluationwas com-

pleted around the end of 1970. Since then several

new results have appeared in the literature,and we

comment on the most importantof these in the text.

We also comment on areas that might be improved,

either in light of new informationor because of

oversights in the original evaluation.

*Becausenatural nitrogen consists of 99.63% 14N
and only 0.37% 15N, it can be treated as 14N for
moat practical applications.

The more general features of the study are re-

viewed in Sec. 2. The detailed considerationsthat

went into the evaluationare described in Seca. 3 -

5. Section 3 is devoted to cross sections, Sec. 4

to neutron angular distributions,and Sec. 5 to

secondary-photonangular distributions. Sec. 3 also

gives implicit informationon neutron and photon

energy distributions,because all (n,n’) reactions

are representedas discrete level-excitationcross

sections and all gamma rays are given as discrete

transitions. In addition, explicit informationon

(n,2n) energy distributionsis given in Sec. 3.

Finally, Sec. 6 includes a capsule summary of esti-

mated uncertaintiesin the evaluated quantities, to-

gether with a brief discussion of areas where the

evaluationmight be improved.

2. GRNERAL FEATURES OF THE EVALUATION

The neutron-inducedreactionswith
14N that

have two or three outgoing particles are summarized

in Table I, togetherwith the reaction Q-values*

and thresholds. The most important reactions are

also shown schematicallyin Fig. 1.
‘he “Elab”

scales at the right and left boundaries of Fig. 1

*AU Q-values in this evaluationare from the 1964
mass tables of Mattauch et al. (MS65). A new set
of mass tables (Wa71)has recently become available.
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indicate laboratoryneutron energy and can be used to

determine the thresholdsfor the various reactions.

The energies associatedwith the level diagrams are

in the center-of-masssystem. Going from left to

right, the followingprocesses are represented:
14- 14N 14 13C 14
N(n,n’) N(n,np) N(n,p)14C,

14
N(n,d)

13c ’14 12C 14
N(n,t) , N(n,a)l%,

14
N(n,2ci)7Li,

and 14
‘ 13

N(n,2n) N.

TAELE I

Q-VALUE AND THRESHOLD

FOR SEVERAL NITROGEN REACTIONS

Reaction

14
N(n,n)

14N

14
N(n,y)

15N

14
N(n,p)

14C

14
N(n,d)13C

14
N(n,t)

12C

14
N(n,3He)

12B

14
N(n,u)

llB

14
N(n,n’)

14N*

14
N(n,n’p)

13C

14
N(n,n’d)

12C

14
N(n,n’et)

10B

14N(n,pa)10Be
14
N(n,da)9Be

14
N(n,ta)8Be

14
N(n,2a)7Li

14
N(n,2n)

13N

Q-value
(MeV)

o

10.835

0.626

-5.325

-4.015

-17.366

-0.157

-2.313

-7.550

-10.272

-11.613

-11.386

-15.976

-11.384a

-8.822

-10.553

Threshold
(MeV)

o

0

0

5.709

4.304

18.617

0.168

2.480

8.094

11.012

12.450

12.206

17.127

12.204

9.457

11.313

a8
Be ia unstable by 95 keV to breakup into two

alpha particlee.

We determined the cross sectione for the (n,po),

(n,do), (n,to), (n,ao), (n,2a),and (n,2n) reactions

from direct experimentalmeasurements. The excita-

tion cross sections for the various gamma-ray-pro-

ducing levels, which are mostly the levels shown be-

low the thresholdsfor particle emission in Fig. 1,

are also based largely on experimentalmeasurements.

For the higher levels, we used Hauser-Feshbach(He52)

and evaporation-modelcalculationsto supplement the

measurements. We determined the total cross section

over the entire energy region from experimental

data. Below 10 MeV, the elastic cross section was

obtained by subtractingthe sum of the nonelastic

partials from the total cross section. At higher

energies, however, the nonelastic cross section be-

2

comes less and less certain owing to uncertaintyin

the (n,n~) cross section to highly excited levels
of 14N

. Therefore, above 10 MeV we joined the e-

lastic cross section smoothly to the elastic mea-

surements,and adjusted the (n,n’) cross section to

the particle-unstablestatea (predominantlythe

(n,np) reaction), so that the nonelastic partial

cross sections summed to the correct total nonelas-

tic cross section.

The gross features of the evaluated cross sec-

tions are shown in Figs. 2-5. Fig. 2 gives the to-

tal, elastic, (n,p),and (n,y) cross sections from
10-11

to 0.1 MeV. The (n,p) reaction accounts for

most of the neutron absorptionat these energies.

Figure 3 givea an overview of the structure @ the

total, elastic, and nonelastic cross sections in

the MeV region. Figure 4 shows the (n,Y), (~,a),

(n,2a), and (n,2n) cross sections over the MeV re-

gion. We obtained the (n,a) cross section by sum-

ming the discrete (n,a) excitation cross sections
llB

for the first 11 states of . The (n,y) reaction

is relativelyunimportantat these energies,where-

as the (n,a) cross section is reasonably large over

much of the FleVregion. The (n,2a) reaction also

becomes importantat higher energies. Finally,

Fig. 5 compares the (n,n’), (n,p), (n,d), and (n,t)

cross sections in the MeV region. The (n,n’) cross

section is the sum of all (n,n’) reactions and in-

cludes the (n,n’p), (n,n’d), and (n,n’a) processes.

The (n,p), (n,d) and (n,t) cross sections result

from summing the excitationcross sections to par-

ticle-stablelevels for these reactions and are

seen to have relatively small cross sections at

energiesabove - 6 MeV.

We determined the elastic angular distributions

below 8 MeV from a single-levelreeonance-theory

analysis that incorporatedresonance energies

and total widths from our analyaia of the total

cross section and reaction widths from our analysis

of the partial cross sections. With the resonance

parameter fixed, we obtained the L = O and E = 1

potential phase shifts by fitting the available

angular-distributionmeasurementa. A total of 33

reaonanceaare included in the analysis. From 8

to 15 MeV, we

tributionsby

with Legendre

optical-model

determined the elastic angular dis-

fitting the available measurements

expansiona,and above 15 MeV we used

calculationsto estimate the angular
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Fig. 1. Composite energy-leveldiagram for the residual nuclei of major interest in this evaluation. Ex-
cept for the “El “ scales, the energies are in the center-of-masssystem, and all energies are in
MeV. The separa~~onenergies for secondary-particleemission are shown by short lines at the side
of each diagram.

distributions. The inelasticneutron angular dis-

tributionsare based almost entirely upon measured

(P,P’)angular distribtuions,making use of an e-

quivalence theorem due to Lutz and Anderson (Lu66)

and Anderson et al. (An67)which is baeed upon the

charge symmetry of nuclear forces.

3. NEUTRON AND PHOTON-PRODUCTIONCROSS SECTIONS

AND SECONDARY-ENERGYDISTRIBUTIONS

3.1 Total Cross Section

We constructedthe free-atom total cross sec-

tion in the eV region from the scatteringand ab-

sorption cross sections. The absorption cross sec-

tion was assumed to have a l/v energy dependence

and waa baaed upon a measurement of the thermal

(njy) cross sectionby Jurney and Motz (JU63)and

upon a composite of four measurements of the thermal

(n,p) cross section (C049,*Ba49,* CU51,* HS61).

We assumed the scatteringcross section to be con-

stant at these energiee and obtalne~ it by fitting
--

a straight line aa a function of En2 to Melkonian’s

(Me49) time-of-flighttotal-cross-sectionmeasure-

ment between 1 and 79 eV, augmented by a single

point at 0.0253 eV derived from the absorption cross

section and an estimate of the scattering cross sec-

tion. Two iterationsof this procedurewere made

to obtain the scattering cross section, and the re~

suits are summarized for E = 0.0253 eV in Table II.n
In this way we found that molecular effects in N2

gas are perceptible in the total cross section st

all energies below 2 eV, in approximate agreement

with Melkoniants original conclusions (Me49).

*
These results have been renormalized to a boron
(n,a) cross section of 759b for thermal neutrons.

3
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Evaluated cross sections from 0.1 to 20 MeV for inelastic scattering and the (n,p), (n,d), and (n,t)
reactions. As discussed in the text, the (n,n’) croaa section includes (n,n’p), (n,n’d),and (n,n’a)
reactions.
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Accordingly,we included only the total cross-sec-

tion data between 1.3 and 79 eV in the fit. Aaide

from any unknown systematicerrors in the total or

absorptioncross sections, the extrapolationof the

total cross section to 10
-5

eV is accurate to with-

in 5X.

TABLE II

2200-m/secCROSS SECTIONS OF NITROGEN
a

Reaction (ba~ns) (b~ns) Reference— —

(nJp) 1.819 0.036

(n,y) 0.075 0.0075

Absorption 1.894 0.037

Scattering 9.957 0.040

Total 11.851 0.054

~oes not include estimates of
See Sec. 6 for more realistic

The evsluated total cross

Co49,Ba49,Cu51,Ha61

JU63

Sum of (n,y) and (n,p)

Present Analysis

Present kalysia

systematicerrors.
error estimates.

-5 ev
section from 10

to 10 keV is compared to the availablemeasurements

in Fig. 6. Melkonian’sdata below 0.3 eV, which

are severely influencedby molecular effects, have

been omitted from Fig. 6. Above 80 eV, we fitted

a quadratic in log En to Melkonian’s data from 85

to 653 eV and to our evaluated composite (described

below) from 10 to 20 keV. Melkonian’s two pointa

above 653 eV are clearly inconsistentwith the other

measurementsand have been discarded.

The foundationfor the evaluated total cross

section in the MeV region la the recent time-of-

flight measurementsby Heaton et al. (He70) at the

National Bureau of Standards,Carlson and Cerbone

(Ca70)at Gulf General Atomic (GGA), and Foster and

Glasgow (F071) at Hanford. These three measurements,

which span the energy region from 0.5 to 25 MeV, are

in such dramaticallygood agreement (better than 0.5%

on the average after allowance for differencesin

resolution) that we discarded nine older measure-

ments between 2 and 15 MeV. The Heaton and Carlson

energy scales agree to within *0.5 keV at all ener-

gies where a close comparison can be made. We

thereforeused the time-of-flightenergy scale to

correct the enerRy scalea of the older measurement

that overlap it at the low-energyend. Further,

the time-of-flightmeasurementsserved as a standard

for judging the quality of the older measurements

that overlappedat lower energies.

6

Between 10 and 500 keV, the measurement of

Hinchey et al. (H152)and Huddleston and Mooring

(Hu61)are flanked by two unpublishedmeasurements

(B159, B162) from Duke which disagreeby 8% in their

Overlap region. However, a composite of these four

measurements,after normalizationto their weighted

average, provides a substantialoverlap with the

time-of-flightmeasurementsby Heaton et al. (He70)

and Carlson and Cerbone (Ca70),and the composite

agreea with the Heston data to within a few tenths of

one percent. We thereforeused this composite for

the evaluated total cross section from 10 to 500 keV.

Figure 7 comparea the evaluated and experimentaldata

from 10 to 410 keV before normalization.

The only significantdisagreementin the time-

of-flightmeasurementsoccurs at the low-energyend

of the Heaton (He70)and Carlaon (Ca70)measurement,

roughly from 0.5 to 0.7 MeV. This difference,which

la a maximum of 5X at 500 keV, arisea from dead-time

errors in the high-intensitytime-of-flightsystems

and la always greateat at the lowest energy. The

error in the Heaton (He70) data Is intrlnaically

larger, but the correction is more accurately known.

Because the Heaton data agree so well with the nor-

malized compositeof the Hinchey (H152),Huddleaton

(Hu61),and Bilpuch (B159,B162) mesaurements at lower

energies,we based our evaluated curve from 0.5 to

0.75 MeV entirely on the Heaton (He70) results.

Additional NBS measurements (tide after this part

of the evaluationwas completed)directed specifi-

cally at resolving this discrepancy indicate that

our composite should be lowered by 1.5% at 500 keV,

which would reduce the discrepancybetween the GGA

and NBS measurements to 3.5%.

The total-cross-sectionresults from 0.4 to

0.7 MeV, including the unnormalizeddata, are shown

in Fig. 8. This energy region includes the first

three resonances in nitrogen at 434, 493, and 647

keV. We found the energy of the lowest resonance

to be 433.6 * 0.4 keV after correcting the energy

scales of the lower-energymeasurement to agree

with the Heaton (He70) and Carlson (Ca70) time-of-

flight data. The second resonance at 493 keV haa

a rather small neutron width (m/r - 0.3) and ia

seen more clearly in the (n$p) reaction than in the

total cross section. This point is better illus-

trated in Fig. 3 where the firat peak in the non-

elastic cross section is entirely due to the 493-

keV resonance in the (n,p) cross section.
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Fig. 7. Evaluated total cross section from 10 to 410 keV with the measurements on which it is based.

For smoothingpurposes,we have represented the

peaks in the total cross section up to about 8 MeV

by single-levelBreit-Wignerfite above straight-

line backgrounds. These fits also served to estab-

lish resonance energies and widths for other parts

of the evaluation. Where the cross section is smooth,

that ia, between resonancesand at energies > 8 MeV,

we generated the evaluated curve by sliding poly-

nomial fits to the composite experimentaldata.

From 0.75 to 25 MeV, we used a composite of the

three time-of-flightmeasurementsby Heaton et al.

(He70),Carlaon and Cerbone (Ca70), and Foster and

Glasgow (F071) to represent the total cross section.

The evaluated curve was obtained by smoothing the

composite reaulta, as described above. Generally,

we used the Carlson data alone to fit the Breit-

Wigner shapes over sharp structure because these

data have the best resolution; the Heaton results,

on the other hand, dominate the composite at other

energies because of their better precision. There

was serious disagreementbetween some of the older

measurementsand the time-of-flightcomposite,with



differencesof up to 20%. Most of the older data

between 4 and 15 MeV lie systematicallyhigher than

the composite. lle evaluated total cross section

from 0.7 to 30 MeV is compared to all available ex-

perimentalmeasurementsin Figs. 9-18. Again, we

show all of the data in their original (umormalized)

form. We estimate the accuracy of the evaluated

total in this energy region to be - 1% except near

fine structure.

Pronounced structure is observed in the total

cross section up to about 8 MeV. A complete de-

scriptionof the resonances in the total cross sec-

tion is given in Sec. 4.1.1, which deals with the

resonance-theoryanalysis used to obtain the elastic

angular distributions. Evidence for this structure

is seen in most of the figures,but perhaps the best

example occurs in Fig. 10 which shows the 1.116-,

1.184-, 1.209-, l.349-, and 1.406-MeV resonances.

The aharp structure in this figure, particularlythe

1.184-MeV resonance (width = 2.1 keV), illustrates

the excellent agreementbetween the energy scales

of the Heaton (He70)and Carlson (Ca70)measurements,

as well as the superior energy resolutionof the

8.0-

6.47

4.8-

Inc
6.n
L
b

3.2-

1.6-

0.o-
0/

Fig. 8.

8

Carlson measurements. These pointa are also illus-

trated in Fig. 13 which includes several resonances

over the energy region 2.65 to 3.375 MeV. The Fos-

ter and Glasgow time-ef-flightdata (F071) in Fig.

13 have poorer resolution than either the Heaton or

Carlson measurements.

Examples of disagreementbetween older measure-

ments and the recent time-of-flightresults (Ca70),

He70, F071) occur in all figures,but the most appar-

ent involve the data of Johnson et al. (Jo51) in Fig.

9, the data of Johnson et al. (J052,J068) in Fig. 12,

the data of Johnson et al.(J068) and Meier et al.

(Me53) in Figs. 13 and 14, and the data of Nereson

and Darden (Ne54) and Becker and Barschall (Be56) in

Figs. 14-16. Most of these data are fairly old,and

the differencesare not too surprising. Examples of

extremely good agreement between older measurements

and the recent time-of-flightdata are the Coon meas-

urement (c052)at 14.1 MeV in Fig. 17 and the Peter-

son et al.measurements(Pe60) above 15 MeV in Fig. 18.

The time-of-flightdata of Foster and Glasgow

(F071) begin in Fig. 12 near 2.3 MeV. The statistics

in these data are poor at the low-energy end, and

1 1 1 I I 1 1 I ! I I 1 1 1

D

+

x

A

Huddleston, 1961

B[lpuch,1962

Johnson, 1951

Hinchey,1952

Heoton, 1970

Carlson, I970

I
) 0.44 0.48 0,52 0.56 0.60 0.64 0.68

En,MeV

Evaluated total cross section from 400 to 700 keV with the data on which it is baaed.



the results seem somewhat lower than the Heaton tion obtained near 8 MeV by subtracting the sum of

(He70)and Carlson (Ca70)measurementsnear 2.4 MeV.

At energies above 2.7 MeV, however, the three time-

of-flightmeasurementsagree very well.

Figure 16 gives the total cross section from 6

to 9 MeV, which spans the energy region of the fam-

ous nitrogen discrepancy. This discrepancy,which

was pointed out by Stewart (St69)and Dickens and

Perey (Di69),occurs because the elastic cross see-

the nonelastic partial cross sections from the total

cross section lies some 200 mb higher than the elas-

tic measurementby Bauer et al. (Ba67). This prob-

lem is discussed further in Sec. 3.10. In Fig. 16,

the time-of-flightmeasurements of Heaton (He70),

Carlson (Ca70),and Foster (F071) again agree rea-”

sonably well, and, although some of the older data

(Be56, Ne54) disagree with the evaluated curve,

3! I I 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 I 1 t I

In
x

c
b
n
. * ++e
&

++
4

1- + Bilpuch,1962
+

4 Johnson. 1951

1b Hincheyi 1952
x Heaton,1970
A Corlson,1970

0! I 1 I I ,
0.70 0.75

#
0.80

r
0.85 0.90 0.95 I.00 1.05

En, MeV

Fig. 9. Measured and evalusted total cross section between 0.7 and 1.1 MeV.

5- , , , 1 1 , I t t , t 1

I~r . 1.25 I.30 I .35 1.40 1.
En, MeV

Fig. 10. Measured and evaluated total cross section between 1.1 and 1.45 MeV.
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these earlier measurementsare generallyhigher than

the evaluationwhich is in the wrong direction to ex-

plain the discrepancy in the cross sections.

The Carlson (Ca70)measurement ends at 9 MeV

(Fig. 16), and near this energy the statisticsin

the data are poor. The Foster (F071)and Heaton

(He70) results agree well up to 15 MeV where the Fos-

ter measurement ends (Fig. 17). The Heaton measure-

ment continues to 25 14eVand is seen to agree well

with the older Peterson measurement (Pe60) above 15

MeV (Fig. 18). We extended the evaluated total

cross section to 150 MeV by fitting all available

measurement above 24 MeV with a cubic in log En;

these results are presented in Fig. 19. The worst

statisticaluncertaintyin the fit ia less than 2%

near 45 MeV.

3.2 1’he14N(n,y)15NCross Section

The thermal (n,y) cross section for nitrogen

has been measured as 80 i 20 mb by Bartholomew (Ba57)

and as 75 ? 7.5 mb by Jurney and Motz (Ju63). The

75-robvalue was accepted for this evaluation. The

energy dependence of the (n,y) cross section is as-

sumed to be l/v up to 250 keV, aa the first resonance

in nitrogen does not occur until 434 keV.

The (n,y) reaction is the inverse of the nucle-

ar photoeffectand is expected to exhibit the pho-

tonuclear giant resonance near E = 11 MeV. Because
n

of lack of experimentaldata in the MeV region, we

4! , t 1 t I , I 1 I I t t t t I

f! 4 Johnaon,1951

~ Hlnchey,1952
x Heoton,1970

A Carlson,1970
~ Jahnson,1952

Y Meier,1953

I

1.45
4 I 1-

1.53
,

1.61 L69 I.77 1.85 I .93 2.0 I
En, MeV

Fig. 11. Measured and evaluated total cross section between 1.45 and 2.05 MeV.

25

2.0

L5

1.:

Fig.

10

, , a o , I I , 1 , t t t 1

x Heaton,1970
A Corls~ 1970

~ Jahnsars,1952
* Mele~1953

P
~ Jahnson,1968
❑ Foster,1971 A

DD D
Pp

●

h

0

0 0 0 0 &
❑

m
❑ n

i 2.13 2.21 2.29 2.37 2.45 2.53 2.61
En, MeV

12. Measured and evaluated total cross section between 2.05 and 2.65 MeV.



assume thst the cross section for ths 14N(n,y)15N

reaction is equal to the cross section for the
14
N(p,y)

15
0 charge-conjugatereaction. This assump-

tion is made because the (n,y) and the (p,y) reac-

tions excite the same iaospln states, and
15N and

15
0 are-mirrornuclei. In addition to adjusting the

(n,y) and (P,Y) data to the same excitationenergies

in the compound nucleus, we have introduceda linear

shift in the neutron-energyscale which decreases

from about 2 MeV near En = 1 MeV to zero near En =

15 MeV. This realignmentof the energies in the

mirror nuclei matches the observed structure in the

(P,Y) cross section below the giant resonance to

groups of peaks in the neutron total cross section.

The best available evidence on the (p,y) reaction in

this region comes from measurementsby Kuan et al.

(Ku70). The (p,y) cross section is 6 to 8 times

greater than the (n,y) cross section extrapolated

from thermal. The evaluated
14
N(n,y) cross section

from 10_l’ to 20 MeV is shown in Fig. 20.

We obtained the capture gamma-ray energy spec-

trum at thermal-neutronenergy by evaluatinga decay
15N using

scheme for the particle-stablelevels of ,

charged-particledata as well as direct (n,y) spec-

trum measurements. The results of this analysis are

shown schematicallyin Fig. 21. The primary transi-

tion probabilitiesand level-branchingratioa are

based mainly upon the
14
N(n,y) spectrum measurements

2.5 ‘ I , # , 1 , , d 1 ,
I

x HeatOn,1970

~ Carlson,1970
~ Jahnson,1952

‘!- Meier,1953
~ Jchnson,1968
❑ Faster,1971
Q, Zinn,1939

~ Neresa% 1954
k

2.0

i

v

x

P*
:x

J!D

Baa .’...nxm+D._

PAX ,

D.

In
m

1.0 ! !
2.65 2.75

,
2.05 2.95 3.05 3.15

En, MeV
3.25 3.35

Fig. 13. Meaaured and evaluated total cross section between 2.65 and 3.4 MeV. The weak structure at
MeV is barely significantstatistically.

Fig. 14.

2.5

2.0

1.5

l.c
~

, t , t I , ,

xx
k

● ’
0

x Heoton,1970

~ Carlson,1970
w Jahnson,1968
❑ Foster,1971

~ JohIsscn,1952 ~ Nereson,1954
* Meier,1953 ~ Becker,1956

o 3.56 3.72 3.88 4.04 4.20 4.36 4
En, MeV

Measured and evaluated total cross section from 3.4 to 4.5 MeV.

2.9
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by Jonsson and Harden (J069),Thomas et al. (Th67),
13 3

and Motz et al. (M062), togetherwith C( He,py)15N

coincidencemeasurementsby Phillips et al. (Ph67),
14C(D.Y)15Nmeasurementsby Siefken et al. (si69),
13 “i””-

C( He.pY)15Nmeasurementsby Warburton et al.. . ..
(Wa66),and the 14N(d,py)15Nand 13C(3He,py)15N

etudies of Warburton et al.(Wa65a). We obtained

branching informationfor the 9.15-MeV doublet from

Greenwood’s14N(n,y) measurement (Gr68),as well as

from Jonsson and Harden (J069). The excitationen-

ergies in Fig. 21 are from measurement by Green-

wood (Gr68),Jonsaon and Harden (J069),Gallmsn

2.5

2.0

1.5

I ,0

4

Fig. 15.

2.0

I ! I 1 ! 1 1

et al. (Ga66),and Warburton et al. (Wa66)~ in de-

creasing order of emphasis.

In Table 111, we compare the evaluated capture

gamma-ray spectrum to measurementsby Motz et al.

(M062),Thomas et al. (Th67), Jonsson and Harden

(J069),and Orphanet al. (Or70). The column la-

beled Ey contains the transitionenergy without cor-

rection for the energy of the recoiling 15N nucleus.

lhomas et al. (Th67) tabulate the recoil energy,

which is a maximum of 4.2 keV for the 10.835-MeV

transition,for the various lines. The total

multiplicity of the evaluated thermal spectrum is

2.166. In Table III the evaluated spectrum and the

I I [ I 1 , 1

x Heoto~ 1970

● A Carlson,1970

Foster,1971
++ ~ Neresom 1954

+6P + Eecker, 1956 ●+* ●

++ ●

●
+* ●* ● *+* ●

++++++ ++
● ● +

●
● **A

.Cln

B“ A

&

A

5 4.7 4.9 5. I 5.3 5.5 5,7 5.9
En, MeV

Measured and evaluated total croaa section from 4.5 to 6.0 MeV.

I 1 0 t 1 ~ 1 1 t 4 I 1

Heoton, 1970
~ Corlson,1970
❑ Foster,1971

/
~ Neresq 1954
~ Becker, 1956

El Chose, 1961
xxxx

1.5-Jj

1
B

bn
.

b+
b A

b h A
I.cq , , 1 I , , ,

6s0 6.4 6.8 7.2 7.6 8.0 8.4 8.8
En, MeV

Fig. 16. Measured and evaluated total cross section between 6 and 9 MeV. The small peak near 7.3 MeV ia
probably not statisticallysignificant.
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measurementsby Motz et al. (M062),Thomaa et al.

(Th67),and Jonsson and Harden (J069)agree reason-

ably well. The measurementsby Orphan et al. (Or70)

for some of the lines (for example, Ey = 1.8849,

2.523, and 5.2701 MeV) differ significantlyfrom the

other experimentaldata. Further, Orphan reports

several reasonably strong lines (not included in

Table III) that were not seen in the other measure-

ments. The evaluated (n,y) spectrum and cross sec-

tion are reasonablyconsistentwith Mserker and Muck-

enthaler’s (Ms69) thermal-neutronmeasurements.

The thermal spectrum is assumed to hold up to

a neutron energy of 250 keV. Again, we believe this

is a reasonableaaaumptionbecause the first reso-

nance in nitrogen does not occur until 434 keV. From

250 keV to 1 MeV, the thermal spectrum is phased into

a single ground-statetransition,and at all higher

energies the spectrum ia aasumed to consist of a sin-

gle ground-statetransition. This behavior is sug-
14

gested by the N(p,y) measurement by Kuan et al.

(Ku70)who observed no significant transition to oth-

er than the ground atate. The evaluated capture

cross section and spectrum imply that 14-MeV neu-

trons produce 24-MeV photons with a cross section

of 15 pb.

3.3 Neutron Inelastic-ScatteringCross Sections

The usual procedure in neutron cross-section

evaluationsis to separate inelasticneutron scatter-

ing into cross sections to discrete levels of the

target nucleus and to a continuum of levels. In

the former case, the (n,n’) cross sections to indi-

vidual levels are tabulated separatelyas functions

of incident neutron energy, with separate angular

distributionsprovided for each level. In the con-

tinuum case, a composite energy distribution is giv-

en at each incident energy to represent inelastic

neutrons from a continuum of states (generallyhigh-

ly excited) of the target nucleus, and each distri-

bution is given an average angular distribution.

We have departed from this procedure in that

we have specified all inelastic scattering ss (n,n’)

reactions to discrete states or groups of states,

-J I I # I t ,

Heoto~ 1970

2.0- L Foster,1971

1 Nereson,1954

El Chose, 196 I

d Poss1952
+r COONI852

H

1
I .5-

x

.
b+

Is
,

9.0 9.8 10.6 I1.4 I2.2 I3.0 13.8 14.6
En, MeV

Fig. 17. Measured and evaluated total cross section between 9 and 15 MeV. The structure in this region
appeara to match that deduced for the inverse photonucleargiant resonance (Sec. 3.2 and Fig. 20).

2.0- 1 t

x Heoton,1970
Foster,1971

F Peters~1960

1.5- , ZX’x
x xxx. xx= xx..

g
nP F

2

b+

1.04
15 17

, I
19 21 23 25 27 29

En, MeV

Fig. 18. Measured and evaluated total cross section from 15 to 30 MeV.



Fig.

2.0- t 1 , 1 I t 1 1 t t 1

1,6-

1.2-

i
.

b+

Heaton, 1970
j Peterson,1960

~ Hildebrand,1950

P Hillmon,1954

A Measc!ay,1966

d Cwk, 1949
q de Juren, 1950

0.8-

L~
o.4-

0.0, 1 1 , 1 i I
10 20 60

En,4~eV
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19. Measured and evaluated total cross section from 10 to 150 MeV.

and da not use an (n,n’) continuum repreaentation.

l%is approach allows more accurate representationof

the energy-anglerelationship of outgoing neutrons

without actually incorporatingcomplicatedenergy-

angle correlationslike thase, for example, provided

for in File 6 of ENDF/B. The use of average angular

distributionsfor composite energy spectra ia limit-

ed because angular diatributiansaf inelasticneu-

trons can be atrang functiansof outgoing neutron

energy, particularlyfor the lighter elements. Be-

cause the largeat effects occur at the lowest out-

going neutron energies, this problem is made more

importantby the fact that (n,n’) energy distribu-

tions frequentlypeak at relatively low outgoing

neutron energies. A more accurate representation

of the autgoing neutrana is clearly attained by al-

lowing the (n,n’)reactions for different excitation

levels of the residual nucleus to

angular distributions.

A crude example af the above

in Fig. 22 where relative angular

the laboratory frame of reference

14

have different

effect is shown

distributionsin

are ahown for the

14
N(n,n’)

14 *
N reaction to fictitious states in

14N

between 10- and 13-MeV excitation far 14-MeV inci-

dent neutron energy. The angular distributionsare

assumed to be isotropic in the center-of-maassystem,

so the departure fram isotrapy of the laboratory

distributionsis due entirely to center-of-massmo-

tion. The different excitation energies correspond

approximatelyto different outgoing laboratoryneu-

tron energies. The angular distributionsvary ap-

preciablywith excitationenergy, and, although we

do not regard the effect as severe in this case, it

ia clearly significanteven for a nucleus aa heavy

as nitrogen.

We evaluated the (n,n’) cross sections as a

function of neutron energy in two stages:

1. We evaluated the excitation cross sections

to the first 12 levels of
14
N(EXC8.5 MeV)

from threshold to 20 MeV, mainly using

(n,n’y) experimentaldata togetherwith
14N

the level-decayscheme for .

2. We estimated the relative (n,n’) cross sec-

tions to statea in
14N above s s ~ev ~cl.-
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Fig. 20. Evaluated cross section for radiative capture from 10
-5

eV to 20 MeV.
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Fig. 21. Decay scheme and branching ratios for thermal radiative capture. The numbers in parentheses at
the top of the diagram are transitionsper 100 captures to the designated states.
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LABORATORY ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION

NEUTRON ENERGY 14 MoV

(n,n’) REACTION

1.5

t}

EX=13.0 MeV

~
1.0 0.0 -0.5

Cos 13,0b

Fig. 22. Calculatedangular distributionsin the
laboratorysystem correspondingto iso-
tropic inelastic scatteringin the cm.
system for 14-MeV incident neutrons and
final states of excitationenergy E in
14N. The curves are normalized so %at
the area under each is unity.

tation energy from Hauaer-Feahbach(Ha52)

and evaporation-modelcalculations,and

normalized the composite at all incident

neutron energies so that the sum of the

partial reaction croaa sections agreed

with the evaluated elastic and total cross

sections. We grouped the (n,n’) cross sec-

tions into O.S-MeV-wideexcitationbins and

representedthem aa some 20 discrete (n,n’)

reactiona to ficitioua levels at the average

excitation energies of the bins. This in-

formation replaces the more-usual contiquum

representation.

3.3.1 The 14N(n,n’) and 14N(n,n’y)Cross Sections

for E..(14N)<8.5 MeV

Except for limited data near 14 MeV (Ba63, B062,

An64), no direct measurementsof (n,n’) cross sec-

tione were availablewhen we completed this evalua-
*

tion. Consequently,we based the (n,n’) excita-

tion cross secti.onato all states in
14* ~elowan

excitation energy of 8.5 MeV almost entirely upon

*
Some data have subsequentlybecome available from
measurements at 9 and 11 MeV by Nellis et al. (Ne71).

gamma-ray productionmeasurements. The decay scheme

for 14N, which relates the (n,n’) excitationcross

sections to the gamma-ray productionmeasurements,

ia given in Fig. 23. We took the level energies,

spins, and paritiea from Ajzenberg-Selove’scompila-

tion (Aj70). The branching ratioa were obtained

mainly from Carlaonfs 10B(6Li,dy)14Ncoincidence

meaauraments (Ca66), the 12C(3He,py)14Nmeasurements

by Corodetzky et al. (C066),and the
12 3
C( He,py)14N

measurement by Warburton et al. (Wa64,Wa65), al-

though several other sources also provided input

(see Aj70 for a compilationof the measured branch-

ing ratios).

Unfortunately,we did not become aware of the

recent work by Young, Phillips, and Marion (Y069)

until the Ajzenberg-Selove(Aj70) compilation,which

cites their results, appeared in its final form late

in 1970. Becauae our (n,n’) cross-sectionevalua-

tion waa already complete,we did not include the

Young results in Fig. 23. Doing so would generally

lower the total (n,n’) cross section by at moat a

few percent, with a maximum decreaae of perhapa

5-10% for the (n,n’) level-excitationcross sections

to the 5.106- and 5.834-MeV levels. In view of the

8.489 (4-);0
m
o

8.061 I-; l d

10 1+;0 1111111111 I
14

N

Fig. 23. Decay scheme for
14N u5ed in ~nterpreting

the (n,n’y)measurements. The levels are
labeled with their isoapin as well as or-
dinary spin and parity. Note that the
energy scale is distorted.
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TABLE III

CAPTURE GAMMA-MY SPECTRUM FOR THERMAL NEUTRONS ON NITROGEN

Ea
Y
(MeV)

lo.835b
9.928
9.1518
9.050
8.571
8.312
7.301
6.324
5.5649b
5.5361b
5.2989
5.2701
4.511b
3.8848
3.856
3.680b
3.534b
3.3009
3.0131
2.8309
2.523b
2.0309
1.9999
1.988
1.8849
1.8561
1.8539
1.785b
1.6832b
1.6801b
1.157
1.011
o.907b
0.5839

‘initial
(MeV)

10.835
9.928
9.1518
9.050
8.571
8.312
7.301
6.324

10.835
10.835
5.2989
5.2701
10.835
9.1549
9.1549

10.835
10.835
8.571
8.312
9.1549
10.835
7.301
9.1549
8.312
7.155
7.155
9.1549
10.835
10.835
10.835
8.312
8.312
10.835
9.1518

E
final Photons per 100 Capturea

(MeV)

o.
0:
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
5.2701
5.2989
0.
0.
6.324
5.2701
5.2989
7.155’
7.301
5.2701
5.2989
6.324
8.312
5.2701
7.155
6.324
5.2701
5.2989
7.301 }
9.050
9.1518
9.1549}
7.155
7.301
9.928
8.571

Motz 1962

14.

1.4
0.5

4.
9.
18.
11.
21.
21.
3“2.
16.

0.5
<23.
9.

1.5
6.

4.

21.

12.

ThOmaS 1967

13.&2. O

1.7*002
0.2*0,03
0.>0.03
4.@o.4
lo.@o.5
18.@O.9
10.YO.5
18.&O.9
21.f#l.l
30.@l.5
16.@o.8
o.&o.l
l.&o.l
15.9*0.8
9.9*005

2.@o.2
6.i*O.3

4.@O.2
1.5.+0.3
19.7*1.O

0.8*1).2

Jonsson 1969

14.
0.2*0.1
1.@o.2
002*1301
13.1*0.(35
3.WO.4
9.21.0

18.&l.3
10.UO.7
18.31.3
21.&l.5
31.ti2.2
16.31.2
0,9*0.2
1.&o.2
15.W1.4
9.3i0.6
002+0.1
0.7*0.2
2.@O.3
600+0.4

4.2?().3
0.5*0.2
18.3fl.5

0.4*0.2

Orphan 1970

14.9

1.7

4.2
8.3
16.5
9.0
17.6
18.4
25.2
15.7

1.4
15.4
9.5

9.4

27.2

9.2*0.5 {
1.7*13.4
8.&l.O 1 6.0

Present Work

13.3
0.1
1.4
0.1

:::
9.9

19.0
10.2
18.8
20.7
30.9
16.5
0.7
1.0
15.7
9.7
0.2
0.7
1.8
6.1
0.1
4.1
0.7

19.7

{
0.2
0.2
0.1

{
1.4
8.1
-0.1
0.1
0.1
0.3

ho correctionhas been made for the energy of the recoiling 15N nucleus.
b
Primary transitions.

overall uncertaintyin the (n,n’) cross sections,we

do not regard the omission of the Young branching-

ratio informationas serious.

The branching ratios shown in Fig. 23 for
13

states above the p + C thresholdat 7.55 MeV have

been multiplied by the probability that the levels

decay by gamma-ray emission, taken to be the ratio

of the gamma-raywidth to the total width for each

level. The largeat uncertainty in Fig. 23 is for

the branches from the 7.966-MeV level. There the

ratio of the two branches is well known, but the

relative probabilityof photon emission la unknown.

In the evaluation,we asaumed that the 7.966-MeV

level decays 5.3% by gamma emission. This assump-

tion, coupled with Dickens and Perey’s (n,xy)mea-

surements (Di69) for the 7.966-MeV line, auggeata

an (n,n’) excitation cross section somewhat larger

than that predicted by Hauser-Feshbachcalculations:

However, the analyais by Hebbard and Vogl (He60),
13 13

who studied the C(p,p) and C(p,y) reactiona,

suggests that the 7.966-MeV level decays by gamma

emission leas than 1% of the time, which leada to a

much larger (n,n’) cross section for this level when

it is combined with Dickens and Perey’s (n,xy) re-

sults (D169). The - 5% value we used is therefore

a compromisebetween these considerations.

We surveyed the states in
14
N above the p +

13C

threshold to determinewhether these particle-unstable

levels make significantcontributionsto the (n,xy)

cross sections. We made this study using the gamma-

*
These calculationsare discuaaed in detail in
Appendix A.
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ray and total widths compiled by Ajzenberg-Selove

(Aj70) togetherwith the experimentalresults of

Gallmann et al. (Ga67).In addition to the contri-

butions from the 7.966- and 8.489-lfeVstates shown

in Fig. 23, we found the states at 8.963 and 9.172

MeV in
14
N to have gamma-ray decay probabilitiesof

19.6% and 9.lZ, respectively. Almost all the re-
13

maining statea above the p i- C thresholdhave

total widths in the keV range. Because the largest

gamma-raywidth in the Ajzenberg-Selovecompilation

is 43 eV, we expect the (n,n’y) contributionfrom

these higher states to be negligible. We therefore

assumed that no gamma rays result from states tn
14
N above an excitationenergy of 8.5 MeV. We es-

timate the maximum (n,xy) contributionsfroq the

8.963- and 9.172-MeV levels, which we did not in-

clude in the evaluation,to be ‘3 mb for the 8.963-

+6.444-MeV transitionand *.5 mb for the 9.172- +

O-MeV transitionnear a neutron energy of 13 MeV.

Table IV summarizes the gamma rays from (n,n’) re-

actions that appear in our evaluation. The brackets

indicate transitionsthat were combined into one

(n,xy) cross section.

TABLE IV

GAMMA RAYS FROM
14
N(n,n’y)

14N ~cT1oN~

E
‘initial ‘final

& (MeV) (MeV)

7.966 7.966 0
7.028 7.028 0
6.444 6.444 0
6.198 6.198 0
5.834 5.834 0
5.691 5.691 0
5.106 5.106 0

4.913

3.98

3.885

3.38

2.793

2.499
2.313
1.632

1.25

0.728

{
4.913
7.028

{
7.966
3.945
6.198

{
8.489
5.691

{
7.028
5.106
6.444
2.313
3.945

{
6.444
5.106

{::::

o
2.313}
3.945
0 1
2.313
5.106
2.3131
3.945
2.313}
3.945
0
2.313
5.106
3.9451

J3.945
5.10

Most of the 14N(n,xy) experimentaldata are

from measurementsperformed at one angle; Table V

is a summary of the angles and detectors used in

the various measurements considered in the evalua-

tion. Except for some of the resulta of Morgan et

al. (M064), the experimental (n,~) data described

here are single-anglemeasurement multiplied by

411. l?hisprocedure should not lead to large errors

for nitrogen because at most energiea the 55 and

125° measurementsby Dickens and Perey (Di69) and

Orphan and Hoot (Or69)were emphasized in the eval-

uation.* Near 15 MeV we stressed Nyberg’s (NY69)

80° measurements;many of the gamma-ray angular dis-

tributionsare isotropicwithin 10% at these ener-

gies (Bu71; also see M064). The Morgan results

(M064) that we give for the 1.632-, 2.124-, 2.313-,

3.684-, 3.854-, and 5.1-MeV gamma raya were obtsined

by integratingthe measured angular distributions;

all other gamma-ray cross sections from this source

are 90” measurements

SUMMARY OF

MEASUREMENTS

multiplied by 4T.

TABLE V

GAMMA-RAY PRODUCTION

USED IN THE EVALUATION

Measurement
Reference Angles

Bostrom, 1959 77”
Buchanan$a 1969 55”
Clayeux, 1969 90”
Conde”, 1968 55”
Dickens, 1969 55”, 90”
Engesser, 1967 90°
Hall, 1959 90°
MsS1OV, 1968 90”
Morgan,a 1963 90”
Morgan,a 1964 30°-1400

(8 angles)
Nyberg, 1969 80°
Orphan, 1969 125”

Neutron
Energy
Range
(MeV)

4.2
14.8
14.1
4.5-7.0
5.8-11.0
14.7
4.7-8.1
14.1
14.8
14.8

15.0
2-16

Detector

NaI
NaI
Ge(Li)
Ge(Li)
Ge(Li)
NaI
CSI
NaI
NaI
NaI

Ge(Li)
Ge(Li)

aThe 1963 and 1964 Morgan data are largely super-
seded by the 1969 Buchanan results but are in-
cluded for completeness. These data were obtained
using a NaI anticoincidenceshield.

We wish to emphasize that the Morgan measure-

ments (M063,M064)and the Buchanan results (Bu69)

were all obtained by TexasNuclear Corporation (TNC),

and the 1969 reference apparently supersedes the

“If a photon angular distributioncan be represented
by an expressionof the form u(p) - a. + a2P2(p),
where p is the cosine of the reaction angle and
p2(P) iS the 1 = 2 Legendre polynomial, then the
integratedcross section is identicallyequal to
4TTtimes the differentialcross section at 54.7 or
125.3” (zerosof the second Legendre polynomial).
This is true for many of the gamma rays from nitro-
gen.



earlier results. Accordingly,we largely ignored

the 1963 and 1964 data in our evaluationof the

(n,xy) cross sections;however, for completenesswe

included these results in our figures. After we

completed the evaluation,a new compilationof TNC

results (Bu71),which superaedea the three previous

communications,became available. The new compila-

tion includee a reanalysisof the nitrogen (n,xy)

measurements,and the results for some lines differ

significantlyfrom Buchanan’s 1969 compilation. The

new cross sections,which are not included in our

figures, are generally higher than the older values

and usually agree better with the evaluation. We

have included specific commente in the text where

we consider the new TNC results most significant.

The 2.313-MeVlevel of
14N is a ~ = ~ level

+
with Jr = O . Consequently,the (n,n’) cross sec-

tion to this level is relatively small, and there

is little direct informationabout its magnitude.

Further, the (n,xy) cross section for the 2.313-MeV

photon, which results from the decay of this level,

is composedmainly of cascade contributionsfrom the

higher 3.945-, 5.106-, 5.691-, and 6.19g-MeV levels

(Fig. 23). Consequently,we based the evaluated

(n,n’) cross section for the 2.313-MeV level mainly

upon (p,p’)measurements to this level by Oda et al.

(Od60),Hansen et al. (Ha70),Fremantle et al.

(Fr54),and Borelf et al. (B068),augmented by the

(n,n’y)measurements and a single (n,n’)measurement

at 14 MeV by Bauer et al.(Ba63).* Our decision to

use (p,p’)measurement in the absence of (n,n’)

data results from arguments by Lutz and Anderson

(Lu66) and Anderson et al. (An67)which are based

upon charge symmetry of the nuclear two-body force

(eee Sec. 4.2 for further discussion). Indeed, we

allowed the available (P,P’) results tO influ-

ence our evaluationof the (n,n’) cross sections for

some of the stronger transitionain energy regions

where (m,~) measurementswere lacking or were in

disagreement.

The evaluated (n,n’y) cross section for the

2.313-MeV germnaray is compared to the available

measurements in Fig. 24. As noted above, the curve

is determinedmainly by cascade contributionsfrom

higher levels and is not very sensitive to the small

(n,n’) cross section to the 2.313-MeV level. The

evaluated curve and the measurements in Fig. 24

agree reasonablywell, although we biased our eval-

uation of the (n,n~y) data somewhat in the high di-

rection to try to reconcile the “discrepancy”in

the cross sections near 8-MeV neutron energy (St69,

Di69). This problem is discussed further in Sec.

3.10.

*
The (n,n’)measurement by Bobyr et al. (B062) ia
more than an order of magnitude higher than the
other measurements and Is not included here.

r I I I 1 I I I I I

10-31 I I I I I I I I I
4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

En, MeV

Fig. 24. Heasured and evaluated photon-productioncross section from 4 to 20 Metlfor the 2.313-MeV
gamma ray.
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The gamma-ray production cross sections for the

1.632- and 4.913-MeV gamma rays are given in gig. 25.

We used the experimentaldata shown in the figure to

estimate the (n,n’) cross sections to the 3.945- and

4.913-MeV levels in
14
N, incorporatingalao, of

course, the decay scheme given in Fig. 23. We have

combined a small contribution (<0.2mb) from the

7.028- + 2.313-MeV transition (E = 4.715 MeV) into
Y.

the (n,n’y) cross section for the 4.913-MeV gamma

ray. The evaluated (n,n’) cross section (19 mb)

for the 3.945-MeV level near 14 MeV agreea well with

the direct (n,n’)measurement (19 mb) by Bauer et

al. (Ba63). The extensionaof both evaluated curves

from 15 to 20 MeV are simple extrapolationsof the

lower energy results. This is true of all (n,n’y)

results shown.

The evaluated (n,n’y)cross sections for the

2.793- and 5.106-MeV ganma rays are compared to the

availablemeasurements in Fig. 26. Both these gam-

ma raya result from decay of the 5.106-MeV level.

We determined the evaluated (n,n’) excitationcross

section to this level mainly from the 5.106-MeV gem-

ma-ray measurements. The good agreement of the eval-

uated curve with the 2.793-MeVmeasurements supports

the branching ratioa used for this level and the

(n,n’y) expertientaldata for both these photons.

The new TNC compilation (Bu71) gives a pofnt at.14.8

MeV for the 2.793-MeVphoton which agrees closely

with the curve.

The ganxua-rayproduction cross sections for the

3.378- and 5.691-MeV gamma rays are given in Fig. 27.

Both of these gamma rays result from decay of the

5.691-MeV level. We based the evaluated curves in

the figures primarily upon measurementsof the

3.378-MeV gamma ray, which is the predominantbranch

in the decay. The cross section for the 3.378-MeV

photon also includes a small contributionfrom the

8.489- + 5.106-MeV transition (E = 3.383 MeV). The
Y

3.378- and 3.383-MeV photons are close enough in en-

ergy so that they were certainly unresolved

10-‘
I I I I I I I

i

!

4
T

7

t oDICKENS, 1969 (8=55°)
●DICKENS, 1969 (&?=80°)
00RPHAN, 1969
vHALL, 1959
AENGESSER, 1967
ABu~ANAN, 1969

+
1

●MORGAN, 1963
+NYBERG, 1969
0CLAYEUX,1969

vCONDg, 1968
●MoRGAN, 1964

!

10-‘

10-2
EY=I.632 M#

(3.945 — 2.313)

‘r”l ~

I I I I 1 I I I I I I I I
6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

E,, MeV
Fi& 25. Measured and evaluated photon-productioncroaa sections for the predominantgamma rays from the

second and third excited states in 14N.
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Fig. 27. Measured and evaluated photon-productioncross sections for two gamma rays from the 5.691-MeV
level in l~N.



in the measurementsmade with NaI detectors and prob-

ably unresolved in the Ge(Li) measurement as well.

The lack of agreementbetween the evaluated curve

and most of the 5.691-MeV experimentaldata may re-

flect an error in the branching ratios used or a

problem in the measurements. The latter is more

probable, and the problem probably lies in the 5.691-

MeV data because most of the measured cross sections

for this photon are quite small (-a few rob).

The (n,n’y)cross sections for the 0.728- and

5.834-MeV gamma rays from the 5.834-MeV level are

given in Fig. 28. The evaluated curves and, con-

sequently, the evaluated excitation cross section,
*

are based mainly upon the 0.728-MeV gamma-ray data.

Again, the agreement of the evaluated curve with

the 5.834-MeV gamma-ray experimentaldata gives ua

confidence in the branching ratios used for this

level and in the experimentaldata for both the

0.728- and 5.834-MeV photons.

*
The new TNC compilation (Bu71) gives a 14.8-MeV
point for the 0.728-MeV line which is 10 mb higher
than the curve.

The (n,n’y)measurementsused in determining

the excitationcross section for the 6.198-MeV level

are shown in Fig. 29. In this case, experimental

data are available only for the 3.885-MeV gamma ray.

The shape of the evaluated curve to 14 MeV ia baaed

upon a Hauser-Feshbachcalculation (describedin

Appendix A). The evaluated cross section for the

weaker 6.198-MeVgamma ray is also included in Fig.

29.

The evaluated cross sections for the 2.499- and

6.444-MeV gamma rays from the 6.444-MeV level in 14N

are compared to experiment in Fig. 30. The predomi-

nant branch is the ground-statetransition,and the

(n,n’) excitation cross section to this level ia

baaed upon the (n,n’y)meaaurementa for the 6.444-

MeV photon. As discussed above, the earlier TNC

data (M063,M064) have been supersededby more re-

cent resuits, so we ignored the single Morgan datum

near 15 MeV in our evaluation of the cross section

for the 6.444-MeVphoton. The new TNC compilation

(Bu71) cites 24mb for the interval EYE 6.0 to 6.5

MeV which is much more consistentwith our resulta.
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Fig. 28. Meaaured and evaluated photon-productioncross sections for two gamma raya from the 5.834-MeV
level in 14N.
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Measured and evaluatedphoton-production
cross section for the 3.885-FleVgamma ray
from the 6.198-MeVlevel in 14N, together
with the evaluated cross section for the
unobserved 6.198-MeV gamma transition to
the ground state.
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Fig. 30. Measured and evaluatedphoton-production
cross sections for the predominant gamma
rays from the 6.444-MeV level in ~4N.

Figure 31 shows the (n,n’y)cross aectione for

the 7.028- and 7.966-MeVgamma raya. The shape of

the evaluated curve up to 14 MeV for the 7.966-XeV

line is based again upon a Hauser-Feshbachcalcula-

tion, as described in Appendix A. We determined

the (n,n’) excitationcross sections to the 7.028-

and 7.966-MeV levele from these data.

Finally, Fig. 32 gives the gamma-ray produc-

tion cross sections for gamma rays of 3.98- and

1.25-MeV energy. The 3.98-MeV line Is a composite

of the 3.945- + 0- and 7.966- + 3.945-MeV transi-

tion, and the 1.25-MeV gamma ia a aum of the con-

tributionsfrom the 5.106- + 3.945-, and 6.444- +

5.106-MeV transitions. The curves were computed

from the evaluated level-excitationcross sections

to the four levels involved.

The 14N(n,n’) level-excitationcross sections

that result from the foregoing analysis are present-

ed in Figs. 33-35. Figure 33 gives the cross sec-

tions for the 2.313- and 3.945-MeV levels up to En= 5

MeV, Fig. 34 contains the results for levels with

Ex < 6 MeV for En = 5 to 20 MeV, and Fig. 35 gives

the cross sections for 6 ~ Ex ~ 8.5 MeV out to En =

20 MeV. The cross sections for the 8.061- and 8.489-

MeV levels in Fig. 35 are based entirely upon the

Hauser-Feahbachcalculation. There are no experi-

mental (n,n’)nor (n,~) data for these two levels;

however, the integrated (p,p’)measurementsby Han-

aen etal. (Hs70) at E = 14.6 MeV lie approximately
P

35% below the evaluation for the 8.061-MeV level

and within a few percent for the (n,n’) croaa sec-

tion to the 8.489-MeV level.

~-1

I 1 I I I I I I I A’ I I I I 4
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[

I oDKKF.N5, 1969 [0.257
E/ 7.%6 MN .Ololms, 1969 (0.90.1
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Fig. 31. Meaaured and evaluated photon-production
cross sections for the ground-state
ma rays fro

t
the 7.028- and 7.966-Me8=-

levels in 1 N.
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Fig. 32. Evaluated cross sections for the produc-
tion of two weak photon doublejzNfollow-
ing inelastic scattering from .
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rig. 34. Evaluated cross sections from 5 to 20 MeV
for inelaatic scattering to Ievela in 14N
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Fig. 35. Evaluated croaa sections for inelaatic
scattering to levels in 14N with ~ be-
tween 6 and 8.5 MeV.

3.3.2 Thel’4N(n,n’) Cross Section for EX(14N) >

8.5 MeV

Ae noted previously,at neutron energies above

9 to 10 MeV many new levels in
14N become available

for (n,n’)reactions. Because almost no experiment-

al informationis available on the cross sections

to these highly excited levels, it becomes increas-

ingly difficult to estimate all the reaction cross

sections at these energies. Therefore, in the 10-

to 12-MeV region the elastic cross section,which

Was obtained at lower energies by subtractingthe

eum of the partial reaction croes aectiona from the

total cross section,wae joined smoothly to the

available elastic measurements,and we obtained a

nonelastic cross section by subtracting the evalu-

ated elaatic from the total cross section. At neu-

tron energies above 10 MeV we adjusted the (n,n’)
14

cross section to levels in Nwith Ex > 8.5 MeV so

that the total (n,n’) cross section and the evalu-

ated (n,y), (n,p), (n,d), (n,t), (n,a), (n,2a), and

(n,2n) cross sections sum to the correct nonelastic

cross section.

Implicit in the above procedure is the assump-

tion that neutrons from
14
N(n,p)14C*(n)13Cand

14
N(n,d)

13 *
C (n)12C reactions are adequately repre-

sented in this way (or can be neglected),because

these processes are lumped into the (n,n’) reactions.

We feel that this assumption is reasonablebecause

the (n,p) and (n,d) cross sections to highly ex-
14cited statea In C and 13C are undoubtedly quite

small. A second implied assumption.isthat the
14
N(n,t)3a cross sectfon is negligible; this approx-

imation is supportedby the measurement by M6sner

et al. (M067)at 15.7 MeV which gives a value of

0.8 * 0.5 mb fOr the (n,t)3a croaa section. No

‘similarproblem ariaea for the (n,ci)reaction to
l% because these states

highly excited states of

decay mainly by alpha emission and are included in

our estimate of the (n,2a) cross section.

We generated the spectrum of inelasticneutrons

from (n,n’) reactions to states in
14N above a ~.-

MeV excitationenergy in three steps:

(1) We estimated the relative (n,n’) cross sections

to levels between 8.5- and 13-MeV excitation

energy from Eauser-Feahbachcalculation. At

these excitation energies, the level structure
of 14

N ie reasonablywell understood,and spin

and parity assignment have been made for most
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(2)

(3)

ing

of the levels. We performed the calculations,

described in more detail in Appendix A, with

the code JAWE (Fe68),employing come 50 levels

in 14N and using the level informationcompiled

by Ajzenberg-Selove(Aj70).

For excitationenergies greater than 13 MeV, we

eatimeted the (n,n’) energy distributionsfrom

a simple evaporationmodel using the expression

a n n,(C)=E sw [-E/T],
s

where E is the outgoing neutron energy in the

center-of-mase eystem. We chose the nuclear

temperatureT so that the shape calculated from

this expressionagreed with the Hauser-Feshbach

calculationbelow ~=13MeV. The temperatures

we used are given by

T = 0.307~ (MeV)-,

where E is the laboratoryneutron energy in MeV.

We normalized the evaporationenergy spectra at

each incident neutron energy to match the (n,nT)

cross sections calculated from Hauser-Feshbach

theory for 8.5 MeV < Ex < 13 MeV.

The final step waa to normalize the composite

Hauser-Feshbachnuclear-temperatureenergy spec-

trum for Ex > 8.5 MeV so that all the reaction

cross sections summed to the proper nonelastic

cross section at all incident neutron energies,

as described earlier.

We grouped the inelastic cross sections result-

from this treatment into O.S-MeV-wideexcitation-

energy bins and represented them as (n,n’) reactions

to fictitiouslevels at 8.75, 9.25, 9.75, .... 18.25

FfeV. The results are ahown in Figs. 36-39. The

curves become more systematic for Ex > 13 MeV where

we used the evaporation-modelcalculations.

The only experimentalresult available to use

in checking our evaluationof (n,n’) cross eections

for levels with Ex > 8 MeV is the 14-MeV neutron-

apectrum measurementby Anderson and McClure (An64).

These reaulte,which have been renormelizedto give

an integratedcross section of 0.54 b (St65),* are

compared in Fig. 40 to a histogram constructedfrom

our evaluated (n,n’) cross sections. We determined

the evaluated results above E: = 4.2 MeV from the

various (n,n’y)measurementsand from the (n,nt)

*
This renormalizationia a rough correction for mul-
tiple-scatteringeffects. A detailed calculation
was not made.
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Fig. 36. Evaluated cross sections for inelaetic
scattering to groups of known levels in
~4N with E between 8.5 and 11 MeV. Each
half-MeV i: excitation energy ia represented
as a single fictitious level.
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Fig. 37. Evaluated (n,n’) cross sections to groups
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measurementat 14 FleVby Bauer et al. (Ba63),as de-

scribed in Sec. 3.3.1. The evaluated spectrum be-

low E= = 4.2 MeV results from our renormalizedHau-
n

aer-Feshbachcalculation, as discussed above. The

gaps in the histogram are regions where there are

no levels in 14N; the fact that the measured spec-

trum does not dip near the gaps indicates that the

resolutionof the measurementswas fairly broad.

The agreementbetween evaluation and measure-

ment is only fair, and significantdifferencesoccur

for E: < 2 MeV. The differencemay indicate that

the level structure of “N for 8.5. Ex .13 Me” ia

not adequatelyknown; however, the problem may very

well be in the measurementbecause the experimental

uncertaintiesare probably greatest at the lowest

neutron energies. A second difficulty in the compar-

ison ia that the total (n,n’) cross section from the

measurement is 0.54.+0.11b (St65), whereas the eval-

uated total (n,n!) cross section is 0.4 b. If the

measured value of 0.54 b ia accepted, the elastic

cross section at 14 MeV (describedin Sec. 3.10) must

be decreased substantially (- 0.14 b), and this is

difficult to reconcilewith most of the elastic mea-

surements. If we aasume that the measured spectrum

is wrong below E: = 2.3 MeV and compare the inte-

grated cross sections for the evaluated and measured

spectra only for E: > 2.3 MeV, the differencebetween

the evaluatedand measured values decreases from

roughly 30 to 20Z.

3.3.3 The 14N(n,n’p)’3Cand 14N(n,nta)1011Cross ~ec-

tions

States at high excitation energies in 14
N decay

predominantlyby proton, deuteron, and alpha emission,
14 13c 14correspondingto the N(n,n’p) , N(n,n’d)12C,

and 14N(n,nvci)10B reactionswith thresholdsat 8.09,

11.01, and 12.45 MeV, respectively. In this evalua-

tion we assume that levels above 8.5-MeV excitation

in ‘4N decay entirely by emission of either protons

or alpha particles. Because there is virtually no

available experimentalinformationon these proces-

ses, we have very crudely divided the (n,n’) cross

sections into (n,n!p)and (n,n’u) componentsby as-
14suming that states in N emit particleswith decay

probabilitiesproportionalto (2s+1)(2J+1)AE, where
c

s is the spin of the emitted particle, J ia the spin
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Fig. 40. Measured and evaluated secondary-neutronspectra in the cm. system for 14-MeV (lab) incident
neutrons.
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of the new state, and AE is the center-of-messen-
C

ergy released in the reaction. We performed this

calculationusing all the states available for par-

ticle decay. The resulting (n,n’p)and (n,n’et)cross

sections are given in Fig. 41 togetherwith the total

(n,n’)and (n,n’y)cross sections,where the latter

iS defined to be the (n,n~) cross ~ectiOn that re-

sults in photon emission. We have combined the

(n,n’d)cross section,which is relatively small, in-

to our estimate for the (n,n’p)cross section.

0.5, 1

04

1

In 0.3 -
c

z
.0

602

0.1 -

1-

/--4

2

Fig. 41.

E,, MeV

Total inelastic-scatteringcross section
and its constituentphoton- and charged-
particle-emissioncross sections. This
curve is compounded from the results shown
in Figs. 34-39.

The

included

(n,n’p)and the (n,n’a) cross sections are

in the ENDF/B evaluationby flagging cer-

tain of the (n,n’) level-excitation cross sections

in File 3 as decaying by either proton or alpha

emission. Because the number of discrete levels

allowed by the format is limited, this representa-

tion necessarilyproduces artificial structure in

the (n,n’p)and (n,n’a)cross sections. This struc-

ture is not included in Fig. 41.

3.4 The
14
N(n,p)14C end

14N n ~14c ~ro65 ~ections
*PY

We evaluated the thermal (n,po) cross section

to be 1.819*0.036b from a composite of measurements

by Coon and Nobles (C049), Batchelor and Flowers

(Ba49),Ctieret al. (CU51),and Hanna et al (Ha61).

The uncertainty in the thermal value is based upon

the quoted errora in the measurements. The (n,po)

cross section is assumed to

and is then joined smoothly

bons and Macklin (Gi59)and

(J050) between 0.03 and 0.3

vary as I/v up to 10 keV

to measurementsby Gib-

Johnson and Barschall

MeV. These results are

given in Fig. 42. Again, we feel that the I/v assump-

tion up to 10 keV is reasonable because the first

resonance does not occur until 434 keV.
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Fig. 42. Measured and evaluated (n,p) cross sec-
tion to the ground state of 14C from 10-5
eV to 1 MeV. The top figure is based on
a composite of four measurement at ther-
mal energy (not shown).

The (n,pO) cross section up to 6 MeV is shown

in Fig. 43. In the regions between resonances, the

tune is a smooth fit to the measured data, with

greatest emphasis placed on the results of Johnson

(J050) and Gabbard et al. (Ga59)*up to 4 MeV.

Over many of the sharper resonances,we obtained

the curve from a Breit-Wignershape using the reso-

nance energy and width from the total-cross-section

analysis and normalizing the area under the curve

to the (n,po)measurements.

At neutron energies from 4 to 13 MeV, we used

the measurement of the inverse
14
C(p,n)

14N reaction

by Wong et al. (w067) to determine the (n,po) cross

section. The results from 6 to 20 MeV are given in

Fig. 44. Because of the paucity of experimental

information, the structure in the (n,po) cross sec-

tion in this energy region is largely unknown.

Also shown in Fig. 44 are the (n,p) excitation

cross sections for the six particle-stableexcited

levels of 14C, with the first, second, and fourth

levels combined into one curve. Except for (n,p5),

*
All the results of Gabbard et al. (Ga59) have been
increased 20% to account for a calibration error
(Ga63).
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we obtained the excited-levelexcitationcross sec-
TABLE VI

tions from measurementsof gamma-ray production

cross sections, togetherwith the decay scheme for
14
C, as deecribedbelow. We obtained the curve for

(n,p,-)from a compound-nucleusreaction-theorycal-

culation,as described in Appendix A. We adjusted

the calculatedshape for (n,p5)by the same factor

required to produce agreementbetween the calculated

shape of (n,p6)and the (n,py) measurements for the

1.242-MeV gamma ray from the sixth excited state of
14C

. The (n,p5) cross section is relatively small,

in qualitativeagreementwith the fact that a 7.012-

MeV gamma ray is not observed in the gamma-ray pro-

duction measurements.
14C “hich re1ate6 the

The decay scheme for ,

(n,p) level excitationcross sections to the gamme-

ray productionmeasurements,is given in Fig. 45.

The branching ratios are a composite of 13C(d,p)
14C

12 14C
measurement by Alburger et al. (A.166), C(t,p)

measurementsby Bell et al. (Be68),and Carlson’s

9Be(7Li,d)14Cmeasurements (Ca66). The level ener-

gies, spins, and parities are from Ajzenberg-Selove’s

energy-levelcompilationfor A = 13-15 (Aj70). The

6.583- and 6.894-MeV levels decay entirely to the
14C

6.095-MeV level in . Therefore,because we had

determined the (n,p) level excitation cross sections

from (n,py)measurementa,we combined the (n,pl),

(n,p2), and (n,p4) excitation cross sections in the

evaluation. Table VI is a summary of the gamma-ray

transitionsincluded in the evaluation. TWO of the

transitionshave been combined, as indicated.

m I
n+ 13

c 7.337 2-
!0 m N

m IO—.
7.012 2“ . 0 o“ o“

w
m w
m. 5

6.894 0- 0 0“
0
—-

6.728 3- 1

%
Ln
0

6.583 0+ o“ d

Q

6.095 1- 4 * * w
0
—.

Jo 0+ Jlli
14

c

Fig. 45. Decay scheme for
14

C used in correlating
the (n,py) cross sectionswith the level-
excitationcross sections. Note that the
energy scale is grossly distorted.

GAMMA RAYS FROM 14N(n,py) REACTIONS

E

(leV)

7.337
7.012
6.728
6.095

1.242

0.634
0.609

‘initial
(MeV)

7.337
7.012
6.728
6.095

{
7.337
7.012
6.728
7.337

‘final
(MeV)

o
0
0
0

6.095
6.095}
6.095
6.728

Neutron emission is possible for
14

C states a-

bove 8.176-MeV excitation energy, and we have as-
14

sumed that all states in C above this energy decay

entirely by psrticle emission. This assumption is
14csupportedby the fact that none of the levels in

in this energy region have significantratios of pho-

ton width to total width in either charged-particle-

or neutron-inducedreactions (Aj70). We do not give

the (n,pn) cross section proceeding through these

highly excited levels in
14
C explicitly in the eval-

uation, but it %s included roughly in our estimates
14of (n,nt) cross sections to levels in N that decay

by proton emission (see Sec. 3.3.3). Of the ‘4N

(n,p)14C*(n)13Cand 14N(n,n’)14N*(p)13Cprocesses,

the latter is expected to dominate. The total (n,p)

cross section shown in Fig. 5 was obtained by sum-

ming the (n,p) level excitation cross sections for
14Cthe first seven levels of .

In Fig. 46, the evaluated (n,py) cross sections

for the 6.094- and 6.728-MeV gamma rays are compared

to the availablemeasurements. We determined the

excitation cross sections of the 6.094- and 6.728-

MeV levels from these curves. The curves are based

primarily upon measurements by Dickens and Perey

(Di69),Orphan et al. (Or69), and Nyberg et al.

(Ny69).

The (n,py) cross sections for the 0.609-, 0.634-,

1.242-, 7.012-, and 7.337-MeV gamma rays are given

in Fig. 47. The 0.634-MeV line is determined from

the 6.728-MeV data of Fig. 46 using the decay scheme

of Fig. 45. The 0.609- and 7.337-MeV lines are de-

termined by the curve through the E = 1.242-MeV
Y

measurements, and we obtained the 7.012-MeV line

from the calculated (n,p5) excitation cross section

discussed previously.
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Fig. 46. Measured and evaluated cross sections for
the ground-stategamma rays from de-exci-
tation of the 6.094- and 6.728-MeVlevels
in 14C.
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Fig. 47. Zvaluated cross sections for some of the
weaker (n,py) gamma rays.

3.5 The
14
N(n,d)13C,

14
N(n,dy)13C,and

14
N(n,n’py)

13
C Cross Sections

The thresholdfor the
14
N(n,do)13C reaction oc-

curs at 5.71 FleV. In Fig. 48, the evaluated curve

for the (n,do) cross section from threshold to 20

MeV is compared to the availablemeaauramenta. The

experimentaldata of Chase et al. (Ch61) and Benen-
13 14N mea_

son and Yaramia (Be63) consist of C(d,n)
14

auramenta that have been converted to N(n,do)

cross sections by meana of the reciprocity theorem

for nuclear reactions (B152). The single point at

14 MeV is a composite of
14
N(n,do) angular-diatribu-

tion measurementsby Fessenden and Maxaon (Fe67),

Carlaon (Ca57),Miljanic et al. (Mi68),Zatzick

and Maxaon (Za63),and Lindeay and Veit (Li67). We

de-emphasizedLindsay and Veit’s measurementsbe-

cause they lie roughly a factor of 2 below the other

data.

(n,do)

smooth

.

From these meaauraments,we estimate the

cross section at 14 MeV to be 2&4 mb. A

extrapolationof the evaluated curve wae made

from 14 to 20 MeV.

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

on, 4

Fig. 48. Measured and evaluated (n,d) c oss sec-
tions to the ground state of Iic. me

14-MeV point is a composite of five mea-
suramenta.

The level-decayscheme for
13
C, which relates

the gamma-ray productionmeasurement to the (n,d)

and (n,np) level-excitationcross sections, ia given

in Fig. 49. We took the level energies, spins, and

paritiea from the Ajzenberg-Selove(Aj70)A = 13-15

energy-levelcompilation. The branching ratioa are

a composite of 10B(a,py)13Cresults of Mackin et al.

(Ma56),Pixley et al. (Pi60),and Kane et al. (Ka60),

and the 12C(d,py)13Cresults of Gorodetzky et al.

(G066). Table VII gives a list of the gamma raya

that can result from de-excitationof
13
C levels.

13C
In this evaluation,we aasume that levels in

above the n +12 C threshold at 4.947 MeV decay en-

tirely by particle anisaion. We obtained the total

(n,d) cross eection shown in Fig. 5 by summing the

(n,d) excitationcroaa sections for the four atatea

given in Fig. 49.

4.947

n + ‘2C 3.854 5/2”

3.684 3/2-
$ ij g

m g

3.086 I /2+
%. o

.0 0. *
o_.

Fig. 49.

0 I /2- J1J I
13C

Decay scheme for
13
C used in interpreting

the (n,dy) and (n,npy) cross aectiona.
Note that the energy scale ia grossly
distorted.
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E
Y

TAELE VII

GAMMA SAYS FRoM 14N(n,d)’3C

AND “N(tx,np)’3CREACTIONS

‘initial ‘final
(MeV) (MeV) m

3.854 3.854 0
3.684 3.684 0
3.086 3.086 0

0.68
{
3.854 3.086
3.684 3.086}

0.170 3.854 3.684

In evaluating the (n,xy) cross sections, one
13

must realize that levels in C can be excited by

(n,np) reactions as well as by (n,d) reactions. To

estimate the (n,d) excitationcross sections,we as-

sumed that the shapee of the excitation cross sec-

tions were similar to (njp) cross sectione for sti-

ilar Q-values, as calculatedueing compound-nucleus

reaction theory (AppendixA). We then normalized

these calculatedshapea ao that they resulted in

(n,xy) cross sections that agreed with measurementa

around 10 MeV. Although the threshold for the (n,npy)

reaction is 9.02 MeV, substantialcontributions

from thie source are not expected for an MeV or so

above the threshold.

We estimated the excitationof
13
C levels

through (n,np) reactions by roughly dividing the

(n,n’) cross section to particle-unstablelevels in
1’
N among the various states that can be reached in

13
N (neutronemiseion),

13
C (protonemiseion),

12C

10
(deuteronemission), and B (alpha emission). As

described in Sec. 3.3.3, we made this calculation

assuming the decay probabilitiesto be proportional

to (2s + 1) (2J +1) AEC, where the symbols have the

same meaxrLngas in Sec. 3.3.3. We then normalized

the resulting (n,np) excitationfunctions for the

three excited levels of
13
C by a common factor

(-0.8) so that the sums of the (n,d) and (n,np) ex-

citation cross sections resulted in (n,xy) cross

sections that agreed better with meaaurementanear

14 MeV, where the (n,npy)contributionsare domi-

nant.

Figure 50 shows the results of this analysia

for the (n,dl) cross sections and for the (n,xy)

cross section for the 3.086-MeV gamma ray. Ths ra-

pid rise in the (n,xy) cross section near 12 MeV re-

sults from the (n,npy)contribution. The disagree-

ment between the evaluationand the Morgan (M063)

and Buchanan (Bu69) experimentalresults in Fig. 50

ia largely eliminatedby the recently revised TNC

compilation (Bu71). The new reeult, which super-

sedes the older data, is 14 mb at 14.8 MeV, in rea-

sonable agreementwith the 18 mb evaluated result.—
a024

I I [ I I I I I I I I I I I

i
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Fig. 50. Evaluated (n,d ) cross section and the
iphoton-producton data for the 3.086-MeV

photon. The rice in the upper curve a-
bove 12 MeV la due to the (n,npy) contri-
bution to the came ganmm transition. The
lower curve has a calculated shape normal-
ized to the photon-productionmeasurement
below the effective (n,n’py) threshold.

The resulta of our analyais for the (n,d2) ex-

citation cross section to the 3.684-MeV level and

the (n,xy) croes section for the 3.684-MeV photon

are given in Fig. 51. Again, the rise in the

(n,xy) cross eection near 12 MeV is due to contri-

butions from (n,npy) reactiona. The evaluated

curve and the measurements agree reasonablywell.
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Fig. 51. Evaluated (n.d ) cross section and the
$photon-producton data for the 3.684-MeV

photon. (See caption to Fig. SO.)
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and

are

and

The

The (n,d3) cross section to the 3.854-MeV level

the (n,xy) cross section for the 3.854-MeV line

given in Fig. 52. The evaluated (n,xy) curve

the measurementsagain agree reasonablywell.

sum of our evaluated (n,d2)and (n,d3) cross

sections (20 mb) agrees well with a rough estimate

of this cross section (15 to 25 mb) from (n,d2) +

(n,d3) partial angular distributionmeasurementsby

Fessenden and Msxaon (Fe67),Zatzick and Maxaon

(Za63), and Carlson (Ca57).

aos I I [ I I I I I I I I I I I

(n, dyl + {“,,PT]

-+ /4 rt II RUWJ1.ld6d
,NYBERE. 1960

AOuLwMAN,low

t .MMIG4N. 1S63

t,. m.l WV ,a.4vnJx. 199s

1s.03+- 0) ● wRmN,lm4

s 1,0 I I I /1 I I I I I I I

0.0 I + [.. d.)

I I I I I I I I I i I I I
s 8 10 It 14 18 la m

~, WV

Fig. 52. Evaluated (n,d3) croaa section and the pho-
ton-productiondata for the 3.854 MeV pho-
ton. (See Caption to Fig. 50.)

The photon-productioncross sections for photons

of 0.170- and 0.68-MeV energy are given in Fig. 53.

The latter ia a composite of 3.684- + 3.086-MeV (Ey=

0,598 MeV) and 3.854- + 3.086-MeV (Ey= 0.768 MeV)

transitions. In each case, we computed the (n,xy)

cross sections from the evaluated level-excitation

cross 9ections.

[’
I I I I I I I I I

4

.-~m
E“, M,v

Fig. 53. Evaluated photon-productioncross sections
for the low-energygamma rays from cascades
in 13c, aa reconstructedfrom the level-ex-

citation cross sections.
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3.6 The 14N(n,t)12Cand
14
N(n,ty)12C Cross Sections

The threshold for the
14
N(n,to)12C reaction oc-

curs at 4.304 MeV. The evaluated curve for the

(n,to) reaction is compared to the available meas-

urement in Fig. 54. Considering the uncertain-

ties aaaociatedwith the Gabbard et al. (Ga59) and

Scobel et al. (sc66)meaauremente, the agreement

between the experimentsis reasonable. The open

triangle at 14.5 MeV is our evaluated result (6.5 *

1.3 rob),based primarily upon (n,to) angular-diatri-

bution measurementaby Feesenden and Msxson (Fe67)

and Rendic (Re67);we also consideredLindsay and

Veit’s (Li67)measurement.but it is a factor of

2 lower than the other results.

Alao shown in Fig. 54 is the evaluated curve

for the 14N(n,t1) reactiOn to the 4.439-MeV state

in 12C. The curve is based upon a compound-nucleus

reaction-theorycalculationfor the (n,p) reaction

with a similar Q-value (see Appendix A) which has

been normalized to our evaluated result at 14.5 MeV.

The estimated cross section at 14.5 MeV for the

(n,tl) reaction is 21 * 7 mb, based on the Fessenden

(Fe67) and Rendic (Re67)measurements.

The only particle-stableexcited state in
12C

is the 4.439-MeV level,whichdecays entirely by gsm-
12C

ma-ray amiesion to the ground etate of . The

gamma-ray production cross section for the 4.439-

MeV line is given in Fig. 55. We obtained the

curve from the evaluated 14N(n,t1)
12C* cross aec

tion and from an estimate of the 14N(n,n’d)
12C*

12C
cross section to the first excited state of .

We made the latter estimate in the manner described

in Sec. 3.5 for the (n,n’py)reactions. We obtain-

ed the evaluated total (n,t) cross section by sum-

ming the (n,to) and (n,t ) contributions.
1

3.7
– 14
The N(n,a)llB and

14
N(n,ay)llB Cross Sections

The threshold for the (n,&o) reaction occurs

at 0.168 MeV; the (n,cto)reaction doea not become

significant,however, until above 1.2 MeV. The e-

valuated (n,ao) cross section from 1 to 7 MeV ia

compared to the availablemeaaurementa in Fig. 56.

The curve is based mainly on measurementsby John-

son and Barschall (J050) at lower energies and on

the results of Gabbard et al. (Ga59) at higher en-

ergies. The resulta of Haddad (Ha59a)and Msni and

Dutt (Ms66)were obtained from measurementsof the

inverse 11B(a,n)14N reaction, using the reciprocity
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Fig. 55. Evaluated cross section for the photon de-
cay of the first excited state in 12C fol-
lowing (n,t) and (n,nrd) reactions.

theorem (B152). As was the case with (n,po),we ob-

tained the shape of the (n,ao) curve over many of

the sharper resonances from a Breit-Wignerexpres-

sion, using the resonance energy and width from the

total-cross-sectionanslysia and normalizing to the

peak area in the (n,ao)measurements. We used a

similar treatment for several peaks in the (n,al),

(n,Ct2),and (n,a3) reactions described below.

The (n,ao) cross section from 7 to 20 MeV is

given in Fig. 57. The open triangle at 14.5 MeV is

the result of our evaluation of (n,a) experimentsby

Lillie (Li52),Leroux et al. (Le68),Bachinger and

Uhl (Ba68),and Maxson snd Murphy (Me68). Lillie’s

measurement was made with a cloud-chamber,the Leroux

and Bachinger data were obtained with nuclear emul-

sions, and the Msxson measurement employed a counter

telescope. The four measurements do not agree well

over the entire spectrum, and our results are a com-

posite of the four, taking into account to a limited
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extent the (n,ay)measurementsdescribed below. Lil-

lie cites a value of 100 mb for the integrated (n,ci)

croes section (L152),whereas Leroux et al. give

60 mb (Le68). Our evaluatedspectrum is normalized

to 92.5 mb at 14.5 MeV. There are no availablemeas-

urements for the (n,ao) cross section between 8.2

and 14 MeV; we based the shape of the evaluated curve

in this region upon the compound-nucleusreaction-

theory calculationsdescribed in Appendix A. The

tune was extrapolatedsmoothly from 14.5 to 20 MeV.

The decay echeme for
11
B, which relates the

(n,ay)measurementsto the (n,a) level excitation

cross sections, is given in Fig. 58. The level en-

ergies, spins, and parities come from the A = 11 to

12 energy-levelcompilationby Ajzenberg-Selove

and Lauritaen (.ij68).The branching ratios that are

included in the compilationwere obtained mainly

from 9Be(3He,py)11Band
10
B(d,py)llB coincidence

measurement by Olness et al. (0165).

S.664

a +7Li

2. I 24 I/2- 14
0
:

0 3/2- 11111111{
IIB

Fig. 58. Decay scheme for
11
B used in interpreting

the (n,ay)measurements.

The probabilitiesfor gamma-ray emission from

the 8.925-MeV level (100%) and the 9.185-MeVlevel

(1OZ) are also from the Olness measurements;all

known higher levels have total widths in the keV

range and do not decay significantlyby gamna ray

emission. Table VIII summarizes the gamma-ray tran-

sitions that appear in the evaluation;some of the

weaker transitionshave been combined, as indicated.

TABLE VIII

GAMMA RAYS FROM 14N(n,a)1’BREACTIONS

E

(JeV)

8.925

8.566

7.996

7.296

6.77

6.442

5.872

5.019

4.65

4.444

3.800

2.895

2.852

2.30

2.124

‘initial
(MeV)

{
9.185
8.925

8.566

7.996

7.296

{
6.793
6.743

8.566

7.996

5.019

I

9.185
6.793
8.925
4.444

{
8.566
8.566

5.019

7.296

I

9.185
lj.743
7.296

2.124

‘final
(MeV)

o
0)
o
0
0

0
0}

2.124

2.124

0
4.444
2.124
4.444I
o

4.444
5.019}

2.124

4.444

6.743
4.444
5.019 I
o

The evaluated curves for the E = 2.124 MeV

y llB* cross(n,ay) cross section and the 14N(n,al)

section to the 2.124-MeV level are compared to the

available measurements for E = 4-7 MeV in Fig. 59.

Although there is some casca~ing to the 2.124-MeV

level, the (n,o.y)cross section for the ground-state

transition is mainly determined by the (n,al) exci-

tation cross section. Therefore, the comparison

given in Fig. 59 provides a check on two entirely

independentsets of experimentaldata, i.e., the (n,ay)

and the (n,a) measurementa. The agreement is rea-

sonable considering the error bars on the measure-

ments and gives us confidence in both sets of data.

The same results are given in Fig. 60 for the

7- to 20-MeV neutron-energyregion. The open tri-

angle at 14.5 MeV in the lower half of the figure

again results from our evaluation of the (n,a) spec-

trum and cross section from four measurement (Li52,

Le68, Ba68, Ms68). The overall consistency in the

two parts of Fig. 60 la reasonable,although Hall

and Bonner’s (n,ay) data (Ha59) are lower than the
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Fig. 59. Measured and evaluated (n,al) and (n,ay) croes sections for the 2.124-MeV level and ground-state
transitionfor neutron energies between 4 and 7 MeV.

● 6Ae8ARD, 1959

. SEE TEXT

Fig. 60. Measured and evaluated (n,ctl)and (n,ay) cross sections for the 2.124-MeV level and ground-state
transition. The 14.5-MeV (n,ctl)datum is a composite of four measurements.
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!
evaluationnear 8 FleV. Further, the new TNC compi-

lation (Bu71)gives a value of 30 mb for the (n,ay)

cross section at 14.8 MeV, compared to their old

value of 15 mb (BU69) and our evaluated result of 16

mb. The measurementby MSS1OV et al. (Ma68a)for

the sum of the 2.124- and 2.313-MeVphotons gives a

value at 14 MeV that agrees well with the evaluated

results.

The 14N(n,u2)1%* cross aection for the 4.444-

MeV level and the photon production cross section

for the 4.444-MeV photon are given in Fig. 61. The

daahed curve in the upper half of the figure re-
14 12

suits if the N(n,ty) C cross section for the

4.439-MeV gamma ray ia added to the Ey - 4.444-MeV

cross section. Becausa these lines differ in energy

by only 5 keV, they are undoubtedlyunresolved in

the NaI gamma-raymeasurementsand are probably un-

resolved in the Ge(Li) measurements. The open tri-

angle at 14.5 MeV in the lower half of Fig. 61 re-

sults from our evaluated spectrum, as described ear-

lier. The reasonable consistencybetween the (n,a)

and the (n,ay)measurements in Fig. 61 givea us con-

fidence in the branching ratios involved. The fact

that the dashed curve rises above the (n,xy)measure-

ment of Dickens and Perey (Di69) near 11 MeV probably

indicates that either our (n,a2) cross section or

our (n,tl) cross section to the 4.439-MeV level of
12
C ia too high in this energy regfon. We did not

discover this inconsistencyuntil the evaluation

Waa comDleted.

The 14N(n,a3)11B*cross section to the 5.019-

MeV level and the (n,ay) cross section fOr the

5.019-MeV photon are given in Fig. 62. We have cor-

rected the (n,ct3)measurementsby Gabbard et al.

(Ga59) for contributionsfrom the (n,do) and (n,pl)

reactionswhich were not resolved in their experi-

ment. The open triangle at 14.5 MeV in the lower

part of Fig. 62 is from our evaluated spectrum.

The 5.019-MeV gamma ray has not been observed in

measurementswith Ge(Li) detectors. This is prob-

!
0.08

Q06

0.0

Q02

(n,ay) + (n,ty)
EY= 4.444 MeV E7= 4.439 MW

\
%’

% \ -—-..

I I I l\ I I
v HALL, 1959 ‘
ODICKENS, 1969 [0=55”)
● DICKENS, 1969 (0=90”)
DORPHAN. 1969 1

I ●ii
A ~CCC

+ NYBERG; 1969
46UCHANAN,1969

I wCONDlf, 1968
UORGAN, 1963

i

-..--SEl?, 1967
OCLAYEUX, 1969

+ ■MCflGAN, 1964“~

[

.,
\
x,

iI “=.-__-–

● 6ABBARD,1959
a SEE TEXT

)
0.04 —

,

0.02 —
EX.4.444 MeV
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Fig. 61. Measured and evaluated cross sections for the (n,a2) and (n,ay) cross sections for the 4.444-MeV
level and ground-statetransition. The dashed curve includes a contributionfrom the 4.439-MeV
(n,ty) photon.
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ably

from

that

tion

because of Doppler broadening of the gamma raya

the 5.019- + O-MeV transition,to the extent

they are not observed aa peaks in high-resolu-

Ge(Li) spectra. This broadening is too small

to affect poorer-resolutionNaI or CSI measurement

eeriouely,and we have included the (n,q) data from

these measurements in the upper part of Fig. 62.

These results ehould be compared to the upper eval-

uated curve, which includes the (n,n’y)cross eec-

tion for the 5.106-MeV photon, because the 5.106-

and 5.019-MeV photons are not reeolved in the poor-

er-resolutionmeasurements.

Reynolds et al. (Re71))have auggeated that the

Nmissinggf200 mb in the nitrogen discrepancynear 8

MeV (see Sec. 3.10) might be partially accounted for

by the (n,ci3)channel. The results in Fig. 62 indi-

cate that the (n,a3) cross section can be increased

by no more than 20 to 30 mb and still be consistent

with the (n,a3) and (n,cff)measurement near 8 FleV.

The evaluated curves and the measurements in

Fig. 62 agree reasonablywell. However, the new

TNC compilation (Bu71)

tion at 14.8 MeV which

Thompson (En67) point.

peraedes the older TNC

quotes an (n,xy) cross sec-

falls near the Engesser and

Because this new result su-

measurementa (M063,M064,

Bu69), the evaluated composite (n,xy) cross section

ia possibly a little low near 15 MeV. Also, the

MSS1OV et al. (Ma68a)measurement at 14 MeV, which

was inadvertentlyomitted from the graph, supports

a higher cross section in this region.

The evaluated (n,a) level-excitationcross sec-

tions for the 4th through 10th excited levels of
llB

are given in Fig. 63. We obtained the curves for

all levels except thoee at 8.925 and 9.185 MeV by

normalizing the compound-nucleusreaction-theory

calculationsdeecribed in Appendix A to our evalu-

ated spectrum at 14.5 MeV (open triangles). For the

cross section to the 8.925- and 9.185-MeV levels,

we normalized the calculationsby the asme factor

required for the 8.566-MeV-levelcroes section,be-

cause estimates for the 8.925- and 9.185-MeV contri-

butions were not obtained from the spectrummeasure-

ments.

1’ I I 1 I I

0“’2t Llli vHALL, 1959

oBOSTROM, 1959

AENGESSER, 1967

(

●MORGAN, 1963

ABUCHANAN, [969

Un,nIY(5.106)+Un, ~Y(5.019) I
■MORGAN, 1964

I

(n, cQ

Ex =5.019 MeV

!\
9GABBARD, 1959

ASEE TEXT

0.0 9

I
8 10 12 14 16 18

En, MeV
o

Fig. 62. Measured and evaluated (n,a3) crose aectlon and the cross section for producing the 5.019-MeV gamma
ray from this reaction. The combined photon-productioncross section for the 5.019- and 5.106-MeV
photons is compared to the available NaI measurements in the upper part of the figure.
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The ‘4N(n,ay)llB cross sections that result from
11excitationof the higher levels in B are given in

Figs. 64 and 65. We obtained the evaluated curves

from the foregoing estimatesof the level-excitation
11

cross sections using the B decay scheme given in

Fig. 58. Although the existence of these gamma rays

is implied by alpha-spectrummeasurementsat 14.5

MeV (Li52, Le68, Ba68, Ms68), the only direct ob-

servation*of the higher-energyphotons given in Fig.

65 occurred in an integral experimentby Reynolds

and Sperling (Re71), in which gamma-ray spectra were

measured in a large tank of liquid nitrogen pulsed

with 14-MeV neutrons. Broad peaks in the unfolded

*
Maslov et al. (Ma68a) report a 9.1-MeV photon at E =
14.1 MeVwith a cross section of *4 mb which migh~
correspond to the 8.925-MeV line in Fig. 65.

spectrum from this measurement are probably due to

the 6.77-, 7.296-, 7.996-, 8.566-, and 8.925-MeV

photons indicated in Fig. 65.

We obtained the evaluated total (n,a) cross sec-

tion In Fig. 5 (Sec. 2) by summing the level-excita-

tion cross sections for the ground and first 10 ex-
llBcited states of The excitation croaa sections

to higher levels in“11B are included in the (n,2a)

cross eection,becausethese levels decay mainly by

alpha emission.

3.8 The 14N(n,2a)7Li Cross Section

The only experimentaldata available on the

(n,2~) cross section are the cloud-chambermeasure-

ments by Lillie (Li52) and M6sner et al. (M067).

I
ama4 —

1
0.

0.00

aoo I

(n, 0,)

8SEETEXT

Fig. 63. Evaluated

I I
I

,

06
I

8 10 12 14 16 Is 20
Em, MeV

cross sections for the (n,a ) through (n,a ) reactions.
4 9
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The experimental results are compared with our curve The absolute value of the calculated curve agreed

in Fig. 66. We crudely estimated the shape of the better with the M&ner (M067) datum than is indicated

curve to 16 MeV by calculating (AppendixA) the con- in Fig. 66. We decided, however, to compromise the

tribution from (n,u) reactions to known states in evaluated curve between the two measurements.
11

Above

B above 9.2-MeV excitation energy relative to the 16 MeV, we made a emooth extrapolationof the curve.

contributionfrom states below 9.2 MeV, and then ap-

plied this ratio to our total (n,a) cross section.

10-*E
I

ac
& -3

a 10

b’-

10-4

‘/ [I

- //[/ ~

I

1’

-* 1111111 1111111 1

I I

Ev.4.650MeV

I 1// /Ew~3.800MeV 3

,.-, , , 1 1 I I I I I I
6

I I
8

I I
10

I
14 16

E~f MeV
18 20

Fig. 64. Evaluated photon-production cross sections for six of the weaker (n,ay) transitions with photon
energies below 6 MeV.
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I
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I I I
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I
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Fig. 65. Evaluated photon-production cross sections for six of the weaker (n,u,y) transitions with photon
energies between 6 and 9 MeV.
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Fig. 66. Measured and evaluated (n,2ct)cross
sections.

3.9 The 14N(n,2n)13N Cross Section and Energy Dis-

tribution

The thresholdfor the
14
N(n,2n)13N reaction oc-

curs at 11.31 MeV. A number of activationmeasure-

ments of the (n,2n) cross section have been made
13Nusing the LO-reinhalf-life positron decay of .

The evaluated (n,2n) cross section is compared to
*

many of the availablemeasurementsin Fig. 67. The

evaluated curve is based mainlY on measurement by

Ferguson et al. (Fe60),Prud’homme et al. (Pr60),

and Bormennet al. (B065). The (n,2n) croae section

is seen to be less than 12 mb at all neutron ener-

gies below 20 MeV.

There are no measurements of the energy distri-

bution of neutrons from the (n,2n) reaction. To es-

timate the energy distribution,we performed a cal-

culation aseuming that the cross section follows a

purely phase-spaceor statisticalenergy distribu-

tion (Oh65); that is,

0.016

t

1-

I I I I I 1 I I
0 12 14 16 la m

%. M*V

Fig. 67. Measured and evaluated (n,2n) croes sec-
tions. Several one-energy measurements
near 14 MeV are not plotted, although they
were included in the evaluation.

3.10 The Elastic-ScatteringCross Section

Our evaluation of the elastic-scatteringcross

section in the eV energy region, which results in a

thermal free-atom scattering cross section of 9.957

barns, is described in the discussion of the total

crose section (Sec. 3.1).’ Aside from the eV region,

we determined the elastic cross eection for neutron

energies below 10 MeV by subtracting the sum of the

evaluated partial-reactioncross aectiona from the

evaluated total cross section. The results of this

analysis for neutron energies up to 6 MeV are com-

pared to the available elastic measurements in Fig.

69. We obtained the elastic results by fitting our

where E~ is the laboratory energy of the outgoing

neutron, PI ia the cosine of the laboratoryangle,

filie the laboratory solid angle, E ia the incidentn
neutron energy, and Q ia the Q-value for the (n,2n)

reaction (-10.553MeV). We integrated this expres-

sion over laboratory eolid angle to obtain average

energy spectra for various incident-neutronener-

gies. Sample results are given in Fig. 68, where

the spectra are normalizedso that the area under

each curve is unity.

*
Several 14-MeV measurements (As58, Ce62, CS66, Du54,
Gr65, Pa53, Pa67, ~6~, St65a) are Omitted frOm
Fig. 67.

evaluated angular-distributionshapes (Sec. 4.1) to

the angular distributionmeasurements. We arbitrar-

ily placed error bars of 10% on the experimental

data by Fowler (F055, F066) and Chase (Ch61);we

consider the Bostrom results (B057) less accurate”

and have given them error bars of 20%. The agree-

ment between the evaluated curve and the measurements

is quite good below 3 MeV and reasonably good up to

6 MeV.

The relative elastic measurementsby Boreli et

al. (B068)between 4.2 and 6.3 MeV are not included

in Fig. 69. These results, obtained using a spheri-

cal-shell technique, substantiallydisagree with our
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Fig. 68. Evaluated secondary-neutronenergy spectra
for the (n,2n) reaction for several labor-
atory energies of the incident neutron.

evaluated curve, as they

tic cross section of 0.7

were normalized to an elas-

barna at 6.3 MeV. The ahape

of their meaaured curve alao does not agree with the

evaluated ahape above 5.0 lleV,principallybecauae

of ita overall decreaae with increasing energy rela-

tive to the evaluated result. Finally, the nonelas-

tic cross section measured in the Boreli experiment

alao diaagreea substantiallywith the evaluated non-

elastic cross section and is therefore inconsistent

with the aum of the available (n,n’), (n,p), and

(n,a)measurements at these energies.

The elaatic croaa section for the 6- to 20-MeV

energy region is given in Fig. 70. As stated ear-

lier, below 10 MeV we determined the evaluated elas-
. .

tic cross section by subtractingthe nonelastic from

the total, and above 10 MeV we joined the evaluated

curve smoothly to the experimentalreaulta.

The energy range covered in Fig. 70 includes

the region of the well-known discrepancy in the ni-

trogen cross sections (St69,Di69) near 8 MeV. The

essence of this problem ia that the elaatic cross

6

4

2

g
L

~o I I I
b- 0 0-4 0.8 ‘.2 ‘.6 2.0 2.4 2.8
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I .2
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Fig. 69. Meaaured and evaluated cross sections for elaatic scatteringbetween 10 keV and 6 MeV.
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section determinedby subtractingthe nonelastic

cross section from the total, which is how we ob-

tained the evaluated curve, lies roughly 200 mb above

the elasticmeasurementsby Bauer et al. (Ba67). At

the time this evaluationwas completed, the Nellis
*

et al. (Ne71) and Perey (pe71) results ahown in Fig.

70 were not available,and there was little evidence

from elastic measurements to support the evaluated

curve. Our decision to rely upon the evaluatednon-

elastic and total cross sections rather than the

measurementsby Bauer et al. (Ba67)was based mainly

on two considerations. First, it was difficult to

reconcile some of the Bauer results at small angles

with Wickts limit (Wi43) for the minimum possible

elastic cross section at a scatteringangle of OO.

This problem was made more severe by preliminaryre-

sults from small-anglescatteringmeasurements at

Edgewood (Bu71a)whichindicated that the zero-degree

elastic cross section near 8 MeV waa substantially

higher than Wick’s limit. Second, with our choice

of the elastic cross section it was necessary to

assume that only one measurement, the Bauer (Ba67)

elastic-scatteringdata, was wrong. If we asaumed

that the error waa in the (n,nf) or (n$a) channels,

*
The preliminaryvalues from the Nellis experiment,
which were availablefor the evaluation,were some
15% lower than the final results given in Fig. 70.

Fig. 70.

the cross section from one of these channels would

have to be doubled or the contributionfrom both re-

actions would have to be increased 50% to account for

the “missing” 200 mb. This would require assuming

substantialerrors in several measurements (see Sec.

3.3.1 and 3.7).

The new results by Perey and Kinney (Pe71) and

Nellis et al. (Ne71) given in Fig. 70 support our

choice for the elastic cross section. Although there

is still a possibilityof errors in this energy re-

gion, particularlyfrom unknown structure in the

cross sections, the situation has been greatly clari-

fied by the new measurements, and the evaluated curve

aPPears a reasonable choice for the elastic cross

section at these energies.

We based the elastic cross section near 14 MeV

upon a composite of the available elastic measure-

ments, although the measurement by Bauer et al. (Ba63)

was weighted heavily in the decision, togetherwith

the knowledge that Anderson and McClure’s (n,n’)

measurements (AU64) and the nonelasticmeasurement

by Flerov and Talyzin (F158) and Degtyarev (De65)

suggest a somewhat lower elastic cross section thsn

is indicatedby some of the elastic measurements.

The extension of the elastic cross section from

14 to 20 MeV is based upon relative* measurements

*
These results are given in Fig. 70 with the
normalizationused by Boreli et al. (B068).

I I I
I
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Measured and evaluated elastic scattering cross sections from 6 to 20 MeV. The data of Perey (pe71)
and the revised results of Nellis (Ne71)became available after our evaluation (shownby the solid
line) was completed.
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by Boreli et al. (B068). The evaluated elastic”and

total cross sections at 19.8 MeV result in an eval-

uated nonelastic croaa section of 0.58 barna, aa

compared to Degtyarev’ameasurement of 0.69 * 0.05

barna (De65).

4. NBUTRON ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS

4.1 Elaatic-ScatteringAngular Distributions

4.1.1 Elastic Angular Distributionsfor E ~ 8 MeV

We determined the elastic-scatteringangular

distributionsat neutron energies below 8 MeV from

a re80nance-Cheeryanalyeis that incorporatedthe

resonance energies and total widthe from our anely-

eis of the total croes eection and reactionwidths

from our analyais of the partial cross aectiona.

With the resonance parameters fixed, the !2= O and

!.= 1 potential phaee ehifts were obtained by fit-

ting the available angular distributionmeaeuremente.

We then constructedthe final evaluated angular dis-

tributionsfrom a smooth curve through the fitted

potential phaee ahlfts.

Our resonance-theoryparemeterizationis baeed

upon the single-levelR-matrix treatmentby Lane and

Thomas (La58) and la given explicitly in Appendix B.

The expressionsused to calculate the differential

cross sections, constructedfrom the general equa-

tions given by Blatt and Biedenharn (B152a),do not

contain terms due to a # a’ or L # 1.’,where e and

s’ are the incoming and outgoing channel epins and

L and !,!are

lar momenta.

to limit the

expressions,

phaee shifts

the incoming and outgoing orbital angu-

Both these approximations were made

number of phase shifta. The resulting

which in general etill contain six

per k?value, adequately describe the

available elaatic angular-distributionmeaaurementa.

The calculationswere carried out on LASL CDC

6600 computers using a locally written least-aquarea

fitting subroutine (An70). The resonance parameters

were entered as fixed input for each partial wave,

and the s- and p-wave potential phase shifts were

obtained by fitting angular-distributionmeasure-

ments by Fowler (F055, F066), Boetrom (B057), Chase

(Ch61), and Bauer (Ba67). The d- and f-wave poten-

tial phaee shifts were set equal to hard-ephere

values calculated as deecribed in Appendix B. This

approxtiationwas checked by fitting eeveral dietri-

butione near 8 MeV with L - 0, 1, and 2 potential

phase shifts; the resulting d-wave values are small

and in reasonableagreementwith the hard-sphere

calculations.

We included a total of 33 reaonancea in the an-

alysis. The resonance parameters used are given in

Table IX. The quantity ~ is the resonant energy

in the laboratory system, r is the total width of

the resonances in the center-of-meessystem, and ~

is the center-of-maasexcitationenergy in 15N cor-

responding to ~. We obtained the parameters
?l

and I’mainly by fitting the resonances in the total

croae section with Breit-Wignerehapea above etraight-

line backgrounds. Exceptions are the parametersof

the 0.647- and 0.996-MeV s-wave resonance which we

obtained from Ajzenberg-Selove’scompilation (Aj70).

We aaeumed a radiue of 5.1 x 10
-13

cm for the s-wave

reeonancee,and ueed radii of 3.6 x 10-13 cm for all

higher waves. We selected the larger value for the

s-wave radius so that the calculatedhard-sphere

phase ehifts at lower energy roughly agreed with

the fitted potential phase shifts.

The ratios of the neutron width to the total

width (m/I’) for the various resonance are based

upon several considerations. We estimated this

ratio for many of the resonance by comparing the

areae under the reeonance peake in the (n$p) and

(n,a) cross sections to the areae under the peaks

in the total cross eection. We aleo obtained infor-

mation on rnlr from

(Aj70). The change

over a resonance is

expression (wi63)

Ajzenberg-Selove’scompilation

in total croes section (AuT)

alao related to m/r through the

(2J+1) > ,

where J is the total angular momentum of the reso-

nance and X ia the reduced wavelength for the inci-

dent neutron beam. Where rn n waa uncertain,we

chose the ratio to be consistentwith the angular

momentum of the reeonance and with the measured

value of AaT. Often, the reverse eituation occurred,

and we chose the unknown epin J to be consistentwith

the available informationon m/I’.

We took the epins and parities for many of the

resonance below 3 MeV from an analyeis like oura

performedby Fowler and Johnson (F055) or from

Ajzenberg-Selove’acompilation (Aj70). Sometimee,
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‘R
(MeV)

0.4336

0.4926

0.647

0.996

1.1164

1.1840

1.2090

1.3490

1.406

1.5974

1.784

2.229

2.5105

2.7081

2.75

2.9576

3.087

3.205

3.5101

3.5689

4.055

4.195

4.515

4.599

4.85

5.10

5.572

5.965

6.198

6.550

7.295

7.437

7.883

TA3LE IX

NITROGEN RESONANCE PARAMETERS

‘x
(MeV)

11.239

11.294

11.438

11.764

11.876

11.939

11.963

12.093

12.146

12.325

12.499

12.914

13.177

13.361

13.40

13.594

13.714

13.824

14.109

14.164

14.617

14.748

15.046

15.125

15.36

15.59

16.032

16.399

16.616

16.945

17.640

17.772

18.188

-JJ

3/2-

112-

llz+

3/2+

5/2-

3/2+

lJ2-

5/2+

3/2-

5f2-

5/2+

lf2-

9/2-

1/2+

1/2+

7/2+

3/2+

3/2+

7/2+

7/2-

1/2+

5/2+

3/2+

7/2+

3/2+

5/2-

3/2+

5/2+

7/2+

3/2+

1/2+

5/2-

512-

Resonant
Phase r
Shift (;eV) ‘/r——

2P
3/2

2P
1/2

2
=1/2
4
‘3/2

4P
5/2

%
3/2

4
‘1/2
4D
5/2

4
‘3/2
4
‘5/2
2
‘5/2

2P
1/2

4
‘9/2

4D
1/2

2
‘1/2

4
‘7/2
4
‘3/2
2
‘3/2
4D
7/2

4F
712

2
=1/2

4
‘5/2
4
‘3/2
4D
7/2

4~
3/2

4P
5/2

2
‘3/2
4
‘5/2
4
~7/2
4
‘3/2

4
Dlfz
2
‘5/2
4
‘5/2

0.0051 1.0

0.0087 0.29

0.041 0.70

0.040 0.95

0.0159 0.99

0.0019 1.0

0.0146 0.99

0.0173 0.92

0.044 0.61

0.0172 0.99

0.041 0.85

0.070 0.70

0.0038 0.15

0.0164 0.50

0.075 0.50

0.0116 0.84

0.032 0.25

0.064 0.78

0.0219 0.74

0.0143

0.059

0.183

0.072

0.112

0.32

0.18

0.071

0.112

0.192

0.207

0.041

0.122

0.149

0.40

0.60

0.8

0.7

0.8

1.0

0.8

0.3

0.3

0.4

0.55

0.7

0.8

0.9

however, we chose values in disagreementwith one

or both of these sources in order to produce better

overall agreement with the estimates of AuT and with

the angular-distributionmeasurements.

Very little is known about the spins and pari-

tiea of resonancesabove 3 MeV in nitrogen, and all

such values in Table IX are from our analysia. We

made these assignmentson the basis of ACT and the

available angular-distributionmeasurements,requir-

ing that the potential phase shifts vary smoothly

with energy. For many reao”nances,however, there

were no angular-distributiondata or the resolution

of the availablemeasurement was too broad to be

useful. Then we were forced to estimate the value

of 9,from the total width of the resonance, so uncer-

tainties in most of the assignmentsabove 3 MeV are

fairly large. The actual fita to the experimental

angular distributions,however, remain reasonably

good out to 8 MeV.

The a- and p-wave potential phase shifts result-

ing from this analysis are given in Fig. 71. The

angular-distributionmeasurements used in determining

the various phase shifts are indicatedby the differ-

ent symbols. The Fowler (FoSS, F066) measurements

were the only high-resolutiondata available for
*

nitrogen. From 3.5 to 5.5 MeV we encountered con-

siderable difficulty in obtaining satisfactorysimul-

taneous fits for the !L= O and .!,= 1 phase shifts.

Consequently,in this region we fitted the s-wave

phase shifts to the measurementswhile holding the

p-wave phase shifts fixed at the values given by

the k = 1 curve.

The elastic-scatteringangular distributions

are represented in the evaluationwith Legendre co-

efficients. The coefficients from O to 4 MeV are
**

given in Fig. 72. The values shown were calculated

from the smooth curves through the fitted s- and

*
Perey and Xinney (Pe71) have recently made new
measurement with good resolution near 7 MeV.

**
Throughout this evaluation the Legendre coeffi-
cients are given using the ENDF normalization so
that dold$l=
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. ---- _ . . . .
p-wave potential phase shifts of Fig. 7L. The ef-

fects of the many resonances in nitrogen below 4 MeV

are evident in the Legendre coefficients. The coef-

ficients from 4 to 8 MeV are included in Fig. 73.

Here, the coefficientsvary more smoothlywith energy,

although some

In Figs.

distributions

suits used in

phase ehifts.

structure is still present.

74-79 the evaluated elastic angular

are compared to the experimentalre-

obtaining the s- and p-wave potential

The solid tune given with each meas-

urement represente the evaluated ahape averaged

over the energy resolution (assumedrectangular)of

the measurement and normalized to the experimental

data; the dashed curve represents the same shape

normalized to the evaluated elastic cross section,

also suitably corrected for the resolutionof the

measurements. The arrows on the left-hand scale be-

low each curve indicateWick’s limit (W143) for the

minimum differentialcross section at O“. The values

for Wick’s limit, which are based on the evaluated

total cross section, have also been averaged over

the quoted resolutionof the measurements.

The elastic angular-distributionmeasurements

of Fowler (FoSS, F066) between 0.8 and 1.35 MeV are

compared to the evaluation in Fig. 74. The evaluated

and mea8ured angular distributionsagree well except

for the three distributionsnear the 1.1164-MeV reso-

nance. l%is disagreementoccurs because of the J=5/2

assignment for thie resonance, as much better fits

to the angular distributioncan be obtained with

J=312, which ia the assignment given by Fowler and

Johneon (F055). The change in Carlson and Cerbone’s

total cross section (Ca70) over this resonance,how-

ever, is inconsistentwith the J-3/2 assignment and

suggests J ~ 5/2, which is the basis for our assign-

ment. A possible explanationfor the discrepancy

between the evelusted and experimentalangular dis-

tributionsmight be that the energy spread in the

-Isa 1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I i I

#20 I
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Fig. 71. Potential-scatteringphase shifts up to 8 MeV deduced from fits to elastic angular distributions.
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Fig. 74. Measured and evaluated differentialcross sectione for elastic scattering from nitrogen
up to 1.35 MeV.

neutron beam used in the measurementwas greater

than realized.

The good agreement between the measurement at

0.97 and 1.35 MeV and the evaluated reeults in Fig.

74 supports the J* assignmentsin Table IX for the

0.996- and 1.349-MeV resonances. The measurements

in Fig. 74 provide no informationon the resonances

at 0.4336, 0.4926, 0.647, 1.184, and 1.209 MeV. Ex-

cept for the 1.184-MeV resonance,we obtained the

parameters in Table IX for these resonances from

Ajzenberg-Selove’scompilation (Aj70). The 1.184-MeV

resonancewas aaeumed to be d-wave from its narrow

width, and the assignment J=3/2 is consistentwith

the observed AuT and ~n/I’-l. However, because this

resonance is very aharp (1.9-keVwide), it may have

a substantialreactionwidth not observed in meas-

urements and a higher value of J.

The evaluated reeults are compared in Fig. 75

to the Fowler measurements (FoSS,F066) between 1.377

and 1.756 MeV. The evaluated and measured shepes
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‘r
agree well in this region and eupport the J assign-

ment in Table IX for the 1.406- and 1.5974-MeV

resonances.

The elastic measurement between 1.779 and 2.54

MeV are compared to the evaluated curves in Fig. 76.

The comparisonsfor the 1.779-MeVmeasurements sup-

port the 5/2+ assignment for the 1.784-MeV resonance.

Our choice of Jr=l/2- for the 2.229-MeV resonance

disagreeswith the Fowler (F055) assignment of

Jm=3/2-; in fact, there waa little to choose between

our JT=l/2- and JT=3/2- fits for the 2.25-MeV meas-

urement, and the 3/2- assignment ia a suitable alter-

native. No informationon the 2.5105-MeVlevel ia

provided by the measurements in Fig. 76, and our J“

assignment for this level is based on its narrow

width and on the observed AuT togetherwith our esti-

mate of ~n/~.

Figure 77 includes the evaluated and experimental

results between 2.742 and 4.30 MeV. Our assignments

of 7/2+ for the 2.9576-MeVresonance and 3/2+ for the
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Fig. 75. Measured and evaluated differentialcross sections for elastic scattering from 1.37 to 1.76 MeV.

3.205-MeV resonance are supported by the good agree-

ment between the evaluationand the Fowler (F066)

data at 2.95 and 3.207 MeV. The assignmentsfor

other resonances in this energy region are uncertain

and are not discussed in detail. They are generally

based upon estimatesof AuT and l“n!~consistentwith

reasonablefits to the angular-distributionresulta.

The large errors and energy spread in the Bostrom

(B057)measurementsmake precise assignmentsdiffi-

cult.

The evaluatedand experimentalresults for En=

4.5 to 6.78 MeV are given in Fig. 78. Again, the

precise Jm assignments in this region are uncertain

and are not discussed in detail. The general d-wave

character of the resonanceshere seems to be supported

by the meaaurements,particularlyabove 5.5 MeV.

Finally, the elastic angular distributionre-

sults between 7.11 and 7.93 MeV are given in Fig. 79.

Bauerts measurementsat 7.41 and 7.93 MeV are a little

difficult to reconcilewith Wick’s limit, and we in-

cluded artificial points at 0° in fitting potential

phase shifts to these data. The dashed curves in

Fig. 79 (and Fig. 78) indicate the significant renor-

malization used in the evaluation at these energies.

4.1.2 Elastic Angular Distribution for En > 8 MeV

We obtained the elastic angular distributions

above 8 MeV by fitting the available measurements

with Legendre expansions and then drawing smooth

curves through the fitted Legendre coefficients. We

augmented the experimental data with several ficti-

tious points to anchor the fits at front and back

angles. We estimated the supplementarypoints used

near 180” (usuallyjust one point per distribution)

from optical-modelfits to the measurements. At for-

ward angles, we anchored the fits by a single Point

at 0“ based upon Wickvs (Wi43) limit, UW(O”), whfch

was varied from (1.4f0.2)uw(O”)between 7 and 11 MeV

to (1.05i0.05)uw(00)near 14 MeV. We included the

indicated standard deviationswith the O“ points so

that the fitted O“ cross sections were not dictated

by the fictitiouspoints but were strongly influ-

enced by them. Our decision to use values greater
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than Wick’s limit at O“ was baaed upon preliminary

informationfrom Edgewood Arsenal, where measurements

of elastic scatteringat very small angles (2.5-15”)

were in progress. The final results (Bu71a)of this

experiment indicate that the O“ cross sections for

nitrogen at 7.55*0.06MeV and 9.5@0.05 MeV are 40

and 20% greater than Wick’s limit, respectively.

The evaluated cross sections at O“ agree with the

final Edgewood results to within about 10%.

The Legendre coefficientsfrom 8 to 20 MeV that

resulted from this analysis are smooth functions of

energy and are ahown in Fig. 80. We based the ex-

trapolationof the curves from 15 to 20 MeV upon

optical-modelcalculationsusing parameters obtained

from the 14-MeV measurement by Bauer et al. (Ba63).

We adjusted the coefficientsto produce agreement

with Wick’s limit at all energies.

The elastfc angular-distributionmeasurements

between 8.0 and 10.1 MeV are compared to the evalu-

ated curves in Fig. 81. The inclusion of the points

IIstretchllthe shape obtained ‘remat O“ tended to

the Bauer (Ba67) results at small anglea. The Nellis

results (Ne70) at 9 MeV are preliminaryand have

since been increaaedapproximately15% (Ne71) so that

now they agree very well with the integratedelastic

cross section used in the evaluation (see Fig. 70 of

Sec. 3.10).

The elastic angular-distributionresults from

10.93 to 13.5 MeV are included in Fig. 82. In this

region the shapes of the Bauer (Ba67),Nellis (Ne70),

and Chase (Ch61)measurements are quite consistent.

The final Nellis results (Ne71) at 11 MeV are again

roughly 15% higher than the data (Ne70) in Fig. 82.

Fig. 83 shows the angular-distributionresults

near 14 MeV. Wick’s limit in this and subsequent

figures is given by the intersectionof the dashed

line and the cross-sectionaxis at O“. At this energy

we emphasized the 1963 measurement by Bauer et al.

(Ba63) in the evaluation. The resulting shape agreea

well with the 1967 Bauer results (Ba67) and the 1966

Beach measurement (Be66)but not with the Strizhak

data (St62) or, to a lesser extent, the Lundberg
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Fig. 77. Measured and evaluated differentialcross sections for elastic scattering from 2.74 to 4.30 MeV.

result (LU67) at 14.8MIN. Further,a significant

normalizationdifferencebetween the evaluationand

the Beach and Lundberg reaulta is evident. The

Bostrom measurements (B057) at 14.92 and 15.83 MsV

given in Fig. 84 exhibit similar differencesin

shape and normalization;however, these results are

not expected to be as accurate as more modern meas-

urements.

Finally, the calculateddifferentialcross sec-

tions at 16, 18, and 20 MeV are given in Fig. 85.

These curves were extrapolatedfrom the 14-MeV meas-

urements using optical-modelparameters,as noted

above.

4.2 InelasticNeutron Angular Distributions

The only direct measurementsof
14
N (n,n’) angu-

lar distributionsavailablewhen this evaluationwas

completedwere the 14-Mev results of Bauer et al.

(Ba63) and Bobyr et al. (B062). Therefore, atuoat

neutron energieswe based our evaluated (n,n’)angu-

lar distributionsupon measured (p,p’) angular dis-

tributions. The near-equalityof (n,n’) and (P,P’)

differentialcross sections for charge-conjugate

reactions haa been pointed out by Lutz and Anderson

(LU66; also aee An67) and ia baaed upon the charge

symmetry of the nuclear two-body force. Thie argu-

ment is expected to be valid for inelastic reactions

to low-lying states, where the outgoing proton energy

is high enough that Coulomb penetrabilityeffects are

small. The approximationis probably best at higher

neutron energies where direct interactionsare domi-

nant.

We used the (p,p’)measurements by Oda et al.

(Od60),Donovan et al. (D064),Fremantle (Fr54), and

Hansen (Ha70) in the analyaia. We did not incorpo-

rate the extensive (p,p’) data by Boreli et al. (B068)

in the study, but their results are qualitatively

very similar to the measurements used. We determined

the minimum odd number of coefficientsrequired to

produce a atatiaticallyacceptable fit to the (p,p’)
14Ndata for all levels below 8.5-MeV excitation in .

We then plotted the resulting coefficientsas a func-
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)?Ig.78. Measured and evaluated differentialcross sections for elastic scattering from 4.50 to 6.78 MeV.

tion of incident energy, and drew smooth curves

through the points. Because there are no measure-

ments below 7 MeV for any level and because the simi-

larity between (n,n’) and (P,P’) cross sectiOna is

probably least at the lowest energies,we estimated

the variation of the coefficientsnear threshold

from Hauser-Feshbachcalculationsusing an energy-

dependent local optical model. The extrapolationof

the coefficientsfrom 15 to 20 MeV was also based

partly on these calculations. The (P,P’) data were

insufficientto determine the cross section for the

8.061- and 8.589-MeV levels at back angles, so we

aaaumed these angular distributionsto be symmetric

about 90°. We tested the smoothed coefficientsat

all incident energies to insure nonnegativityof the

resulting angular distributionsbefore adopting them

in the evaluation.

The evaluated (n,n’) angular distributionsfor
14

the 2.313-MeV level of N are compared in Fig. 86

to the (p,p’)measurements upon which they are based.

The solid curves are the evaluated shapes normalized
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to the measurement; the dashed tunes are the evalu-

ated shapes normalized to our (n,n’) cross sections

and are shown only where the maximum difference

occurred. The 14.15-MeVmeasurementby Bauer et al.

.(Ba63)is the only (n,n’) experiment included in

Fig. 86. The shape deduced from the (p,P’) data of

Oda et al. (Od60) at 14.10 MeV agreea nicely with

the Bauer (n,n’)measurement.

Similar results are given in Fig. 87 for the

inelasticangular distributionsto the 3.945-MeV

level of ~4N. (The solid and daahed curves are as

in Fig. 86.) Again, the shape of the angular distri-

bution obtained from the 14.10-MeV (P,P’) data of

Oda et al.(Od60) agrees well with the (n,n’)measure-

ment by Bauer et al. (Ba63) at 14.15 MeV.

Complete graphs of the evaluated Legendre co-

efficientsas functions of neutron energy are in-
14

eluded in Appendix c for all statea in N below

8.5-MeV excitation energy. Sample angular distribu-

tions are also given for each level at varioua inci-

dent neutron energies. The angular distributions
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for all etates with excitation energy higher than

8.5 MeV are assumed to be isotropic in the center-of-

mass reference system.

The excellent agreementbetween the 14-MeV (p,p’)

and (n,n’) results should not be assumed necessarily

to hold trueat lower energies, particularlywithin a

few MeV of the threshold for particular reactiona.

The agreementbetween ths integrated (p,p’) croaa

eections and the (n,n’) cross sections deduced from

(n,n’y)measurements is no better than aemiquantita-

tive. Therefore,although we expect the evaluated

ahapes to be reasonably good, calculationsthat de-

pend criticallyon the inelastic angular distribu-

tions below, say, 10 MeV should be treated with

some skepticism.

4.3 Angular Distributionsfor the
14N n ~n)13N

Reaction

The cross section for the (n,2n) reaction is

small at all neutron energies (<12 rob),so no great

effort was expended in estimating the neutron angular

distributionfrom this reaction. We obtained the

evaluated angular distributionsby simply integrating

the phase-spaceexpression for the differentialcross

section used in Sec. 3.9 over outgoing neutron energy.

The resulting average angular distribtuionsare ahown

in Fig. 88.

5. PHOTON ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS

The thermal-capturegamma rays from the
14N

(n,y)15Nreaction are assumed to have isotropic angu-

lar distributions. This should be a good approxima-

tion as the first p-wave resonance does not occur

until 434 keV, and s-wave capture must be dominant

at lower energies. The single ground-state transi-

tion from the 14N(n,y) reaction in the MeV region is

given the same highly anisotropic angular distribu-

tion observed by Kuan et al. (Ku70) for the
14
N(p,y)

reaction,wfth an appropriate adjustment of the en-

ergy scale as described in Sec. 3.2.

The only available measurements of gamma-ray

angular distributionsfrom (n,xy) reactions at more

than two angles are the results of Morgan et al.

(M064) at 14.8 MeV. These measurement indicate

that most of the angular distributionsare essen-

tially isotropic, and the only anisotropic distri-

butions entered into the evsluated files were for

the 1.632- and 4.913-MeV gamma rays from the (n,n’y)

reaction and for the 3.854-MeV gamma ray from the

(n,dy) reaction. We obtained the evaluated angular

distributionsby fitting the 14.8-MeV measurements

with even-orderLegendre coefficientsand then allow-

evaluated coefficients to vary linearly from

1“’’’’’’’’’’’’’”1

0.001 I , , ! , 1 , , 1
I.0 0.s 00 -0.s -!.0

Cos”o-

Fig. 85. Differential cross sections for elastic
scatteringbetween 16 and 20 MeV, calcu-
lated from an optical model fitted to the
14-MeV data.
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zero at thresholdup to the meaeured value at 14.8

MeV. At higher energies the coefficientsare held

constant at the 14.8-MeV values. The ratio of

u(O”)/U(90”)for the three aniaotropicphotons ia

approximately1.3 at 14.8 MeV. The new TNC compila-

tion (Bu71),which supersedes the Morgan et al. (M064)

reeults, statea that all gamma rays at 14.8 MeV are

isotropic to within 10%.

The (n,xy)measurementsmade by Dickens and

Perey (Di69),which include data at 55” and 90°,

provide further informationon the anlsotropiesin

the photon angular distributions. These results are

generally consistentwith the assumption that the

anisotropy in the angular distributionsis small,

although there are occasional exceptlone. A better

set of evaluated angular distributionscould prob-

ably be obtained by a theoreticalanalysis, but we

did not attempt such a study in this evaluation.

6. DISCUSSION

While preparing this report, we have found sev-

eral areas where the evaluationmight be improved.

The most obvious possibilitiesfor improvementcome

from the new measurements (Bu71a,Ne71, Pe71, Y069)

that were unavailable for the evaluation. Although

these measurements generally agree with our resulte,

some improvementcould be made by their inclusion.

A second area that might be improved is the theo-

retical calculationsused in the evaluation. Spe-

cifically, all the partial cross sections above 15

MeV and perhaps some at lower energies could be

estimatedbetter with recently improved nuclear-

theory codes. Similarly,our estimates of the (n,n’py)

and (n,n’dy)cross aectiona could be Improved by

better calculations,and a more-complete resonance-

theory analysis might be made, although significant

improvement in the elastic angular distributions

would probably require additional informationon
15N

states in . Finally, the angular distributions

of photons from (n,x-y)reactions could be estimated

better using existing theories.

It is useful in many practical applications to

be able to estimate the effects of uncertainty in

nuclear data on measurements or calculationsof

various quantities. As an aid to such estimates,

we have summarized in Tabl’eX the uncertainties

associatedwith most of the cross sections evaluated

for nitrogen at several selected neutron energies.

Note that these are semiquantitativeestimates that

are not expected to hold true in great detail. Fur-

ther, the errors are averaged over the structure in

the cross section, and no allowance for the effect

of unknown structure is included. Where possible,

the uncertaintiesare based on quoted errors in the

experimentalmeasurements, although in several in-

stances we have modified the original estimatea.

The errors near threshold for the negative-Q reac-

tions are much larger than those given in Table X.

The evaluated elastic angular distributions

are expected to have relative errors of the order

of 102. The inelastic angular distributionsare

substantiallyleas well known, and their accuracy

is difficult to estimate. Above 10 MeV the distri-

butions probably have relative errors of about 20%,

and at lower energies the accuracy is undoubtedly

worse. For the thermal (n,y) photon spectrum, we

estimate the relative error for

to be about 5%, rising to . 20%

lines and a factor of 2 for the

the strong lines

for moderately weak

very weak lines.
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TAELEX

ESTIMATED2SS0SSIN TNEEVALUATEDNITSOGBNCNOSSSECTIONS

SWDF/B
CrossSection Designation

Total MF-3,MT-1

10-5eV Thermal—.
is% *3%

3% 3%

5% 5.%

0.1 MeV

i3z

3%

30%

Factor
of 4

30%

1 f4eV 2 MeV 5 MeV—— 8 nev

11%

10%

20%

20%

Strong
levels
15%
Weak
levah

11 MeV

~%

15%

20%

20%

Strong
levels
15%
Weak
levelm
30%

50%

Factor
of 2

40%

30%

20%

Strong
levels
15%
Weak
Ievelm

14 MeV

*1%

10%

15%

20%

Strong
levels
15%
Weak
leveh
30%

50%

Factor
of 2

30%

30%

50%

20%

20%

Strong
levels
15%
Weak
levels

20 Mev

*1%

12%

20%

25%

Factor
of 2

50%

Factor
of 2

Factor
of 2

Factor
of 2

50%

20%

25%

Factor
of 2

a% il%

1% 1%

30% 30%

*1Z

10%

30%

30%

30%

Elastic MF-3,MT-2

Nonelastic MF-3,frr-3

Total(n,n’) MF-3,nT-4

Discete (n,nt)
t

NT-3
EX(l N)<8.5 MeV MT-51-62

30.%

Factor
of 2

40%

30%

20%

Strong
leveb
15%
Weak
lavela

Discete (n,n”)
tEX(lN)>8.5MeV

(n,y)

MF-3
MT-63-82

MF-3,MT-102 10% 10%

5% 5%

Factor
of 4

30%

Factor Factor
of 4 of 2

30% 30%Total(n,p),
(n,d)and (n,t)

Total(n,a)

MF-3
MT-103 ,104,105

NF-3,MT-107 40% 30%

(n,2a)

(n,2n)
Total(n,xy)

MT-3,MT-108

MF-3,MT-16

MF-13sumof
MT-4,103-107

MF-23
nT-4,103-107

--

30%

Individual
(n,%y)lines

30%

30% 30% 30%
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APPENDIX A

COMPOUND-NUCLEUSREACTION-THEORYCALCULATIONS

Wa used the computar code JANE (Fe68) to calcu-

late the (n,n’), (n,p), and (n,c$)level-excitation

cross sections used to supplementexperimentaldata

as describad in Sac. 3. This code, which is based

on the optical model of the nucleus and on the com-

pound-nuclausthaory of reactione,computes partial-

reaction cross sections using transmissioncoeffi-

cients ganerated from the optical model as input for

the Hauser-Fashbach(Ha52) calculations,which in-

clude refinementsby Moldauer (Mo64a,Br64). Before

using the code, wa made several minor corrections

and checked the cross-sectioncalculationsagainst

calculationsmade with ABACUS (Au62) for several dif-

ferent neutron energies. In addition, the code was

modified to handle up to 50 levels for (n,n’) reac-

tions and 25 levels for (n,p) and (n,a) reactions.

This was sufficient for tha n +
14
N calculationsup

to a laboratory neutron energy of .-14 MeV.

The form of the optical potential used in the

JANE code is

-Vr = V f(r) + iWg(r) + Vso (~.~)h(r)+ Zw(r),

where the usual real, imaginary, spin-orbit, and

Coulomb terms are included.

The real part is the usual Saxon potential,

f(r) = {l-l-exp[(r-R)/a]}-l .

Tha imaginary part 1s a mixture of a volume po-

tential and a Saxon-derivativepotential,

g(r) =vf(r) + (1-v)(-4b)~{l+exp [(r-R)/b]}-l,

where v is a mixing parsmater and, normally,

O<v<l.
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The usual spin-orbit term, TABLE AII
14
N LEVEL PARAMETERSUSED IN THE COMFOUND-

h(r) = - ~ ~ {1 + exp [(r-R~o)/a]}-1 ,
NUCLEUS REACTION-THEORYCALCULATIONS

Ex Ex

10.10
10.228
10.434
10.56
10.809

11.04
11.051
11.246
11.374
11.516

11.66
11.75
11.81
11.95
12.23

12.29
12.414
12.47
12.504
12.608

12.689
12.793
12.825
12.853

is included.

We usually renormalizedthe calculatedcross

sections to fit experimentalmeasurements,so we

made no particular effort to optimize the optical

parameters used in the calculations. The optical-

model parameters,which are summarizedin Table AI,

were obtained from the work of Bauer et al. (Ba67)

for the n -1-‘4N channel, Rosen et al. (R065) for the

p+ C channel, and McFadden and Satchler (Mc66)

for ~e a + l’B channel. The Bauer parameter were
14N

obtained from an optical-modelstudy of n +

elastic scattering,the Rosen parametersare from

an analysis of many proton scatteringand polariza-

tion measurement, and the McFadden paraeters were
27

obtained from a study of u + Al elaatic scattering.

Jn

1+
o+
1+
(o)-
2-

1-
3-
1+
3+
2+

2(-)
1-
(4-)
0+
o-

3-
5+
2+
2-
2+

2-
2-
1+
[3+]

Jr

(2)+
1(-)
2+
1-
4+

1+
[5+]
3-
1+
3+

(2-)
1+
(2+)
2+
3-

[2+]
4-
[5+]
[4+]
3+

3-
4+
4-
[5+]

T—

0
1
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
1
0
1
1

1
0
(0)
0
1

0
1
[0]
0

T

-ii
0

[:1
0

[:]
1

[:1

[0]
[0]
[0]
[0]
[0]

[0]
[0]
[0]
[0]
[0]

[0]
[0]
[0]
[0]
[0]

0
2.313
3.945
4.913
5.106

5.691
5.833
6.198
6.444
7.028

7.966
8.061
8.489
8.617
8.800

8.907
8.963
8.979
9.129
9.172

TABLE AI

OPTICAL-MODELPARAMETERSUSED IN
THE CROSS-SECTIONCALCULATIONS 9.388

9.508
9.702
10.063

n+14N

Channel
p+lkc
Channel

~+llB

Channel

49.1

7.34
1
4.10
0.57
0.57
0
4.10

Parameter 12.942

TABLE AIII

4[-]

V (MeV) 52.7-O.28E

5.0
0.
2.89
0.65

53.8-0.33E

7.5
0.
3.01
0.65
0.70
5.5
3.01

W (MeV)
v
R (F)
a (F)
b (F)

14C LEVELPARAMETERSUSED IN THE COMFOUND-
NUCLEUS REACTION-TREORYCALCULATIONS

0.47
7.0

Ex

(MeV) J“

(2)[-1

[3-]

[3+]

[2-]

[2+]

[1-]

[3+]

[4-]

[3+]

Vso (MeV)
so (F)R Jr

0+

1-

0+

3-

0-

2+

2-

2.89

The energy levels of
14
N used in the (n,n’)

calculation are described in Table AII. We obtained

the level parameters from the A = 13-15 compilation

by Ajzenberg-Selove(A.j70).The parentheses in Table

AII indicate limited uncertainty in the parameters,

whereas a bracket means that no informationwas

available, and the value in the table was arbitrarily

chosen. To account for the different isotopic spins

of the states, we multiplied the (n,n’) crOas sec-

tions computed with JANE by (2T + l)-l.

The energy levels of
14
C used in the (n,p) cal-

culations are described in Table AIII. These wa also

obtained from Ajzenberg-Selove’scompilation (Aj70).

The levels of 11B used in the (n,a) calculationsare

given in Table AIV. We obtained these values from

the earlier A = 11-12 compilationof Ajzenberg-Selove

and Lauritsen (Aj68).

o

6.094

6.583

6.728

10.433

10.453

10.740

11.350

11.660

11.900

12.601

12.854

12.958

6.894

7.012

7.337

8.318

9.801

(1)+
(1) [-1
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TABLE AIV
,,
‘LB LEVEL PARAMETERSUSEU IN THE COMPO~-

NUCLEUS RRACTION-THEORYCALCULATIONS

Ex

(MeV)

o

2.124

4.444

5.019

6.743

6.793

7.296

7.996

8.566

8.925

9.185

9.274

9.87

3/2-

l/2-

5/2-

3/2-

7/2-

(1/2)+

(5/2)+

3/2+

(3/2)-

5/2-

7/2+

5/2+

3/2+

Ex

m

10.25

10.33

10.595

11.00

11.266

11.462

11.60

11.884

12.00

12.565

13.00

13.15

Jr

(3/2-)

512-

7/2+

5/2-

(9/2)+

[7/2+]

[5/2-]

(5/2+)

[3/2+]

[3/2-]

l/2-

(11/2)+

APPENDIX B

RESONANCE-TEBORYPARAMETER12ATION

The resonance treatmentused to derive the

elastic-scatteringangular distributions (Sec. 4.1.1)

is based on the eingle-levelapproximationto R-

matrix theory, ae describedby Lane and Thomas

(La58). We took the nuclear-scatteringphase shifts,

6’, as complex to account for the reaction channels,

eo that a general element of the collisionmatrix

is given by

unn
- exp(2i6’) = T exp(2i6),

where 6 ie the real part of 6’ and ‘ris related to

the imaginarypart, V, of 6’ by T = exp(-2v) and

must lie in the range O Z ‘rZ 1. The real part of

the phase shift was divided into resonant (~) and

potential scattering ($) components,aa

~~ = o~+ 6A,

where ,4designate the quantum numbers associated

with particularpartial waves and 2 is the orbital

angular momentum of the incoming neutron. We aasum-

ed the potential scatteringphase shifts to be

functionsof 9.and incident neutron energy only.

The parametersTA and f3Acan be related to the

usual resonanceparameters through the expression

(La58):

u:n = -cAexp(2U3A)exp(2i@k)

[

‘r,ln.
l+El+AA-E- irA1215xP(mt) ,

where ‘Ans ‘As E~s and k are the partial neutronA
vidth, the total width, the energy eigenvelue,and

the level shift, respectively,for the Ath level in

the compound system, and E is the energy of relative

motion in the center-of-masseyetem. After perform-

ing the necessary algebra, one can represent the

quantities TA and f3Aas

[

rAn(rA - rAn)

1

1/2
‘A = ~-

(EA+AA -E)2+rA214

and

‘An
(EA+AA -E)

tan f3A-
[(EA+AX-E)2 + I’A2/4](TA+l)-rArAn/2 “

We constructedexpressions relating the dif-

ferential-scatteringcross section u(e) to the

phase shifts 6X’ from the general equations given

in Blatt and Biedenharn (B152a). Terms correspond-

ing to 9.# !2’and s # s’, where k and J!,’are the
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incoming and outgoing angular momenta and a and s’

are the incoming and outgoing channel spins, were

omitted from the expressionato reduce the number of

parameter. In the computer code used to fit the

measured distributions,the resonance parameter were

treated as fixed input and $L for the 2 = O and 9.= 1

potential phase shifta were varied to fit the meaa-

uraments.

The potential phase shifts for t = 2 and k?= 3

were representedby hard-spherevalues, given by

‘$R=- arctan[F2(ka)/GL(ka)] ,

where k is the wave humber for the incident neutrons,

a ia the nuclear radiua used in the calculations,and

Fk and GL are the regular and irregularneutron wave

functions,as given in Lane and Thomas (La58). The

energy dependence of the rx and AX used in the cal-

culationswere representedin the usual manner by

rA = 2yA2ka/(Fk2+ Gk2) >

AA-- yA$ca(FkFL’+GgGL’)/(FL2 + G22) ,

where yA2 ia the reduced width of the level desig-

nated by A. We obtained the valuea for yA2 and E
A

from the resonancewidths and energies derived from

the total croaa-sectionmeaaurementa.

APPENDIX C

LEGENDRS COEFFICIENTSAND ANGUIAR DISTRIBUTIONSFOR NEUTRON INELASTIC SCATTERING

Complete grapha of the evaluated Legendre co-

efficientsas functionsof neutron energy are given

in this appendix for angular distributionsof (n,n’)
14N

reactionato the first 12 excited statea in . We

have used the ENDF definitionsof the coefficients

throughout [i.e., the “natural” coefficientsdivided

by (2!2+1)]. Sample angular distributionsare also

given for each of the levela at several neutron en-

ergies. The Legendre coefficientsare presented in

the odd figures, Cl through c23; the sample angular

distributionsare given in the even figurea, C2

through c24. The calculatedangular distributions

have been normalized to the appropriatelevel-exci-

tation cross sections. Almost all of the input data

consisted of (p,p’) rather than (n,n’) measurements.

None of the observed diatributionethat was adequately

defined experimentallyfor O > 90” was observed to

be symmetric about 90°, aa required by Hauaer-Fesh-

bach theory. Nevertheless,for lack of data to de-

termine the complete distributions,we asaumed the

last two levels to have symmetric distributions.
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the 8-MeV curve has a suppressed zero.
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LEGENORE COEFFICIENTS
14N(n, n’) 3.945-MeV LEVEL
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Evaluated Legendre coefficientsfor in-
;$~jt$ scattering co the 3.945-MeV level

. This transitionexhibits the
largeat L-2 coefficientof any inelastic
channel for nitrogen.
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Evaluated differentialcroes sections at
selected energies for inela tic scattering
to the 3.945-MeV level in ItN.
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Fig. c6. Evaluated differentialcross sections at
selected energies for inela tic scattering
to the 4.913-MeV level in ItN.
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Fig. c8. Evalusted differentialcross sections at
selected energies for inelastic scattering
to the 5.106-MeV level in 14N.
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Fig. C1l. Evaluated Legendre coefficientsfor in-
elastic scattering to the 5.834-MeV level
in 1%. This transitionexhibits the
largest 9.=1coefficientof any of the in-
elastic channels for nitrogen.
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Evaluated differential cross sections at
selected energies for inelastic scatter-
ing to the 5.834-MeV level in 14N. Note
that the maximum/minfiumcross-section
ratio is close to 7.
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selected energies for inelastic scatter-
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Ffg. C15. EvaluatedLegendre coefficientsfor in-
elaf~ic scatteringto the 6.444-MeV level
in N.
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C21. EvaluatedLegendre coefficientsfor in-
elastic scattering to the 8.061-MeV level
in 14N. There were not enough measured
points at back anglea in the (p,p’)data
from which these curves were constructed
to define the cross sections beyond 90”,
so the distributionswere assumed sym-
metric.
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Fig. c23. Evaluated Legendre coefficientsfor in-
elastic scattering to the 8.489-MeV level
~ 14N, assumed symmetric in the absence
of adequate data.
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Fig. C22. Evaluated differentialcross sections at
selected energiee for inelaetic scatter-
ing to the8.061-MeV level in 14N, assumed
symmetricabout 90” in the absence of suf-
ficient data to determine the entire dis-

Fig. c24.
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Evaluated differentialcross sections at
selected energies for inelastic scattering
to the 8.489-MeV level in 14N. Symmetry
about 90° has been assumed.
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